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pAKISTAN . Tu~ay called o~. the Umted Nall0.ns 8ee"?rUy
Council 10 tackle the' KashlDJr prohlem and said the ISSUe
.
1Dust be' solved 10 ensure
lasting peace.
President Ayub Khan suggest- ~nd Pakistait."
ed theJllatter 's~ou1d be ~~
·Pres.j~en·t ~b. said ~e'peace
over by the Secunty Counctl aI~ possibility' raised by the Ta,$ter the Feb. Z5 deadline for dis- kent accord could be turned into
engaging .Indian and - Pakistan reality only if India and Pakistan
troops-,
_ stopped "this sterile discussion of
The withdrawals were -stij>ulat- who won and who -los1."·
ed by the Tashkent Agreement
The PreSident said that if b9th
under which Pakistan and India sidescoDtinue irtcreasing their
agreed to renounce war. AYub forceS: -"then .obvio~IY not only Khan. in a 'Tadio ·address. said the the vieIfare Of their ~ple" ~ll
T)lShkent Agreement offered the suffer but peace between them
two nations 8 historic oppoI1WUty will.be constantl31' threatened."
to settle their differences. Jt had
not been possible to solve the·
When' tbe~ border disengageKashmir dispute in an acceptable 'ment was comple.ted by Feb..25
manner at Tashkent, the.President according to:"llhe Tashkent" ~
said. adding: "We did .. make it ment," the.' 'Security·' Council
clear that an honourable solution -should· tUrn its attention to .the
of the problem of· Jammu. and- basiC politIcal problem t>etweenKashmir was an essential pre- ..the two countnes, he said
requisite to the establishment of .. Howeve't, :the outcome would
the lasting peace between India: raepend largely on India's attit~~e.
In ·Delhi . Indian Defence MU115'tel" Y.B. Chavan said Tuesday
:that 'the -Soviet 'Union did not
:bring pr~ure to bear on India
~o sign the Tashkent Agreement.

a

Fulbright .Unjes
Conlerence'
Reconvening

He said the agr~ent met,India's interests; keeping in view
i~ basic policy of peace with all
WASHINGTON, feb. 2. (Rep'er)
.-Senator J. . William
Fulbright, natioru:;.
.ch.avan, addres.stng a public
Democratic party chairman of the
meeting in New Delhi, said the
senate foreign rc;lations committee.
;Soviet Union's desire to foster
ureed today that the t9S4 Geneva
: fiiends~p with Pakistan was not
conference OD lndo-Cbina· should
the' cost of India.
~ reconvened in a new
bid 'to I at'External
Affairs
Minister
acbie~e peace in Vietnam.
.
Swaran
Sin~h, who also addressh1oting, in an inter,view, that Haed the meeting, said the Tashkent
noi and,. Peking had said the VietAgreement :!t:'engthened In~~a's
oam. question was .~i{bi.n the com·
position without compromlsmg
petence of the conlere-ntt ·he said:
her basic point that ·Kashmir was
"If that is their attitude ~wby not
-an
internal afJiir and not negb. .
take' them up on ",it.... tiable.
.
'·There i.s some logic in utilising
A little give and take, some in
the same group whicb altempted to
substance and some in words, was
sertl~ the wjlr in 1954. If. the effort
necessary on India's part. to bring
ip the Unit~ Nations fails, why not
about the agreement. The declara",
_try to gel ·the Geneva conference
lion, though a victory for IndJa's
recotWened ".
basic principles. should not-- be
taken in a spirit of defeat for
either India or Pakistan, he said.
Meanwhile, a Calcutta despatch
said India and Pakistan Tuesda)'
agree;d to witqdraw all regular
troops ·from die border between
India and East Pakistan.
A comnmnique issued after a
three hour conference
here .of
GENEV ~ Feb. 2, (Ta~).- ,
Indian and Pakistani army com. Addressmg the. Tu~ys meet- manders said it had also been
mg of. the lBo-nation dlSarnlament~ agreed that defences in areas occommittee,. the
Czechoslov~k· cupied during last September's
representatJVe
Zdenek. Czemlk conflict should be withdrawn and
decla~ed . that
the
Unit~ destroyed.
States ~tlons .. reveal.ed once. agam
The commanders at the conferthe r-eal mteD~ons. of the U.S. :in ence
were India's Lieutenantthat .area ~n~ Its ~lSTCgard for world General S.H.F. Manekshaw, genepublic oplDlon.
ral officer commanding in chief,
The United States. he emphasis· eastern command, an~ majored. shaD not evade
respOnsibilitY, general Fazal Maqeem "Khan,
(or this war no matter to w)lal. po- general officer commanding the
litical or other manoeuvres it . Te- Pakistan army's fourteenth divisorts.
.
sion..
_..
The speaker· stressed the qz.icboThey met in pursuance ~f the
slovak gov~rnment's ioterest· in the recent Delhi. agreement between
solution of the Vietnam problem.
India's chief of. amy staff and'
Czemik pointed to tl'ie· need of PakLstan's 'commander in chief <of
working out such a non-prolifera· the anny,
tion treaty tbat would Mock every
The object of Tuesday's rpeetsiD'gle channel fpr a Possible sp[ead ing ~as to discuss means.red~ci,ng
of nuclear weapons in any \yhalSo- tenSton on the Judo-East PakIstan
ever form.
..
borders.
The Italian delegate Cavalefti prp.
The communique saia that secpD:Sfd to .set up an editorial ·com- tor com~anders have ~n directnUssion that would compare. the ed to arpve at a workmg a~reeAmerican and Soviet drafts of a ment at places which were the
non-proliferation trea1y and. prepa[e . scene or recent firing across the
.a ·[eport on the matter.
border.
___
It ' added that Major-General
Khan had invited Lieute.Tunisia Starta Campaign Maqeem
nant-General
Maneksbawh to
Against Poliomyelitis
-visit Da-cca at
time befol'e
. TUNIS. Feb. 2. (Tass).-A· na- Feb. ~ and the invItation had
tional campaign again:st poliomyelitis been accepted.
began throughout Tunis~a today.
Examining children have been set
lU' in the country for ,this purpose. University Basketball
At a pfess cooferznce 'here the
-.- ~Slate Secretary for Public' . Health Team Wins G~e .
Fehti Zuhir -declared that on the
KABUl-. Feb. 2.---;ln a basketball
whOle 750.000 .childfen from three
mopths to five years of age wiU be game between Kabul University and
American residents of Kabul. the
jiv'en anti-polio injedions,· I
This is· the seco.nd national cam· University ieam won by 14 points..
. .'
pa'i,cn ·to combat poliomyelitis . in
32
and
18.
The
The
score
was
Tunis.ia:
Anti-potro injections are com- game took place at the Universily
gymnasium.
pulsory aQ~ free of cbarge~

Czech Delegate
Condemns U.S.
Vietnam Policy

any

(C<>ntd. from pag~ I)
Soviet Union supported the posi-tion of North v letnam', that theYORK, Feb. 2, (Reutri).- prOblem should be settled. Wltlun
'The ·northea"';". United States ..fae- the framework of the Geneva
ed more snow loda.y'after prolong,ed. agreements. It was deaL. to all .
severe weather WblCb.bas alreaCly that the U.~ waS not interested ARlANA CINEMA
A' 2, 4;30, 7 and 9 p.m. Amecaused 'at least 142 deaths in the in a genume settlement, in Vlet.rican
coloured film
Four Fo·r
eastern 'part of the country.
narn but was indu1gtng ~ a diver- Texas.
Fony people bave also died in sionary tactic and prepaganda PARK CINEMA
Mexico during a cold-spelL
show.
.
.
Al 2. 4:30, 7 -and ·9 p.m. Iranian
Last (light li~t so,?w.beg:in .. (0
'the U.S. has renewed its "bar- film The 'Vorld of Money.
fall over _Wasb~Dgton. sbU sU,trenng bimc air reuds on the t.erti-tory 01 K_>\BUL CINEMA;
from a 45-'CCDtunelTe (18 Inches) a sovereJgn mdependent SOClallst
At 1:30. 4;30 and 7:30 p.m. Insnowfall over the weekend.
state, the Vemocratlc RepublIc of dian coloured film.
Al Oswego. a small lown in New .Nonh Vietnam", he said.
PA:IIIR CINEMA
York state near lake Ontario, a·
Accusing Goldberg of grosslY
At 3, 4:30, 7:30 and 10 p.m. In·
state of emergency has been declar- distorung the sltuaLlon, .be saId: dian film Samrat.
cd (or the 22.000 inb?-bitants bat- '·They are unwLl1.Lng In .!.act to
tling against two-and-~-haJf metres revert to strict comphance with
-(102 inches) -of sn.ow since last the Geneva accords, they refuse Queen Elizabeth LeavesFor
5 Week Caribbean Tour
Thursday.
to recognLSe that a solul1on,· of the
Usually balmy Florida, \\:'hich had V letnam problem can be efl'ecled
BRIDGETOWN. Barbados. Feb.
lempetalures as low as minus
12 onlY With the participation of ~. (ReUlcrl.-Queen Elizabeth and
degreeS centigrade (10 fahrenheit), the NatIOnal Liberauon Front."
the Duke of Edinburgh arriVed here
was back. to nonnaJ. but countless
to
Mean-wh~le, China Tuesday res- ·TtJt:"d~y by air from London
acres of its citrus and sugar cane ponded to the resumption of Am- begin a five-week tour of the Caribcrops were ruined.
eflcan bombIDg of North Viet- bean. .
.
nam with a renewed pledge of
finn support to the Vietnamese
peU'ple against the Americans
whatever the COSt,
(Could. !rom page %)
News of the raids was publishsing fhe w'res... ·
ed on the lower half of the front
PRICE BIDS
W,lsun went on: ··thar IS why we page in the malO communist party
Price- bids on twelve items
-dId not mtervene unlil the
United newspaper. People"s D<.uly, under
of movie equipment for Ka-.
Nations ccrvtd adueve !.he ccasefire the headline, ··peace fraud ends
bul Unhrersity AutUtorium
.... hich they did achieve.
in complete bankruptcy, war
have been received from Sie'-1 he
SO"·ld
government. \\,ell blackmail doomed to failure'"
mens by the Purchasing DeWithin tpej.!; ',nghIS. deCided to interThis was the main theme of an,
partment of the University.
vcnc. We fell II w\Juld have_ been unsually short People's' Dally e<J!AU interested persons or·
.... rang for us 10 do so and thai. tvnal which accompanied the recompanies wbich can offer
was th,~ "'Iew of the olher members. port and said Ihe Johnson admJ·
lower price·s
please contact
of Ihe commonwealth who were con- nistration had "by Its own d'eeds
the Run basing Department
scuttled its painstaklDgly contnvsuited".
.
.
at Ali Atiad.
Eml~'Tl Hooson tLlberall said the ed bIg hoax of peace talks"·
fact. that IMlll and PaKistan had ae·
In !\1OSCGW a Forf'lgo i\lmlstry:
C'epted the So\'iel"s good offices and statement. qUOted by the Soviet'
not Brllam's was a ro:ognition by News A;.;ency Tass~ said that only
Ihosc countfles of the facls of life, the 1954 GenC'va conference . on
eaSI of Suez. V"'as I: not time Wi 1- Indo.Chlna
was competent
to
son rcvlsed hiS 0 ....11 defence obliga- deal WIth (Jnltee! States millt3ry
lions east of Sucz:'
actH'r.s :n Vletnam_
Tht' :-tatemt·nt "'as jssued a
There was lauWler .....hen Wilsdn
replied; .. they \lo~re moSI ready 10 few hours before the Security
... ork wllh us last year over the Rann C.-..unC':1 was due to C(lr,Vcne in
of Kutch which looked like Ihc Ne\\' York at .be f('/jues. of the
Ihreal of an equally (bngerous con· C.S. n c_I:,sidC'l" the
Vietnam I
frontation. I thmk. you are stretcb- situatl{''1.
109 the facts lOt) (a(·
the statcTn(·nt saId the
U.S.!
again \\"~nt(>(! to -use the UN to
cover liS ~ggreS5ion in Vietnam.:
and \\'a~ trYing to c:lmpell the
Vietna;T;('se people ro solve the
VietnamcsC' pnlblem.

------
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World Fishing
Industry Still In
Neolithic Peri.od

I

Teacher's Book

The world's fish 109 industn is
still 10 the neolithic period, according to Gordon Eddie. technical director of the BritJSh White
r'lsh Amhont)".
··Farming !ish,'· he says, "is at
present In tne same stage of de\'t'lopment as ·stock-farming was
when man f:rst decided to fence
in his cow instead o[ chasing it
[or miles:'
But with SCientists working in
the kr.lIwledge that every possible
means of increasing world food
supplies must be thoroughly investigated. the picture is begin_ning to change. For instance in
Ardtoe Bay. a Scottish sea locb,
research workers have. encolsed
-5 acres of tidal water in Which
they have released 120,000 )'oung
plaice hatC'hed in a marine labara-tory. If the scheme is a success,
it may not be long before large
areas of coast.8l waters are endosed by nets: electric currents
or other barriers in which baby
5sh can be rai~d and ·harvested·
easily' and quickl.y.
·In Japan, marine fish cultivation.is already ji rapidly growing
industry: ITy are caught in the
open sea', -and then
rearea· to
marketable size. in enclosed areas
of the Inland Sea.
Fresh water fish farming is an
old art. 1n Asia: fish-ponds have
existed for centuries. and in Airica and Latin America they are
rapIdly becoming
widespread.
But it is the s('a which holds out
th·e greatest promise for largescale
fod production
in
the
future.

(Contd. (rom page 3)
attempt to cppe with them may
be expressed differently. but the
problems are pretty
much the
same for young..people every
place."
""
This. then. is Bel Kaufman. <I
writer who continues teaching
and loves it more than ever,
while h('r book "Up the Do_wn
StaiTC'ase·· keeps going up the up
staircase of success.

I

KABUL TIMES
Advertise in Kabul Times for
best sales promotion and advertising campaigns.
Advertise in
our Thursday.
.and, Saturday editions which are
lD SJ''l' p;a:es,

I
I

S:ocl;ings imported straight f! urn Paris just for
you. Address: PARICA,
Jodi Nadir Pashtoon, opposit" Ariana Cinema.

FOR SALE
You can obtain the above mentioned' :magazines, .
from the following addresses:

1

,

VOL. IV, NO. 25g.

Bus Station

Ebnisina-round hall, l\1inis try of Education.
this haJJ PRAVDA is also .available for sale,
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Maiwandwal Says Committ~ Premiet~eceives
Should Be Formed To Take Up Bono ~. Doctor
So/v' ,'ng V,·°etnam Que..4.h..- : Of scien,·~._·.~ e Degree

Jordan's Vote ~uts-Vietnaln .'
On Security Cbuncil Agenda

c

:'~'IU"

MOSCOW, Feh!'1W'Y 3~-.
•
Minister Mohammad Hashim Malwandwal sa1d yf!s.
~
te d
that AIg hanlstan was worried by the compllcatiou
t th r "tay ti in Vi
tnam. 4'It is
o
e 51 na ou
e
nur wish that no steps. shonld
'be laken 10 expand the war In that area, that all hostilities 'be
slopped at once, that the spread 01 the confUct he prevelited."

~IOscOjF;

. VIetnam conIIict ou the agenda as' requested by the Urilled" ,
States.
When the' council r~wned its
FI:ance joined the Soviet oppaproced".al
debate on W-~--~_'.....
I:\LU~
sitiQn but for quite different r~
night it was still quite llDcertam asens. Its delegate Roger Seydoux
whether the subject would' be argued that a UN debate of thi
inscribed on tbe agenda for a Vietnam conflict wouid be trWtfull-dress debate.
less because both North'and South .
On Tuesday only eight of the Vietnam as well as ChiIia W~·
fifteen council members 'had spa- not memQer5.
ken in favour of tlie Vietnam deMeanwhile United States Sf...
bate
while others
including natoI'. Mike Mansfield ,WednesdayFrance and' the Soviet Union called on Britain and the Soviet
objected to it.
Union to reconvene the Geneva
-The big change came when 1954- Conference on Ind~hina.
Jordan as .the ·ninth member anThis might be the easiest .way
nounced last night that it would .of finding -a peace.ful solution· to· .
vote in favCIi\lI' of the AmeriCan the Vietnam conflict, the demorequest.
cratic floor leader·of~e U.S. SeThe Jordanian
Ambassador nate said. Britain and the SQyiet
Waleed ·M. Sadi stressed that· his Union are joint chairmen of' the
country had always supported Geneva Conference,
the United Nations' peac~ seekMansfield's demand- followed a
ing efforts.
Nor:th Vietnamese government
. The Security Council then took. statement that the .veneva Conthe decision when nine members ference alone and· noV the U.N.
voted
in favour, two
against Security Council was competent
while four delegates abstained. _ to discuss Vietnam.
is also
The Soviet Union had objected. an argument used. during the
to the debate·on the grounds that U.N. Security Council debate .bY'
the United. States bad refused to delegates objecting. to 'a .c:o~ci1
·accept North Vietnam's four debate of the Vietnam ·coIiflict. .
point programme .which includes- . .A,nother Democratic
Senator.
the demand for the. withdrawal of William Fulbright,:the-Chairman
all t,I.S. troops from South Viet- of the Senate Foreign AffairS
nam.
Committee, also suggested that
.:..._..:..._~_____
·one should ta·ke North Vietnanl

P

He suggested estab1ishment of
a committee fc>r peace in Vietnam composed of representa~ves
of states whose peaceful efforts
toward the solution of this problem would be acceptable to all
the parties concerned..
The Prime Minister who was
speaking at luncheon in his honour and Mrs:- Maiwandwal and
their companion
expressed the
hope that the efforts of peace
loving countries will overcome all
difficulties standing in the way to
establishing an eduring peace.
Maiwandwal expressed the confidence that the exchange of views
with Soviet leaders would be an
effective contribution to further
development of Aighan-50viet re-lations and "highly useful for the
cause of pea~e and cooperati.on".
He -emphas1Sed that the fruItful
, Afghan-5oviet rela~ionS were in
l.he hne with the interests and aspirations of both nations,
The
Prime Minister said that. for ne.arly hali a century SoVIet Umon
had been rendered unselffish _ assistance and great help to . the
Maiwandwal said: "our people
sincerely appreciate (his help
without any strings attached to it
and.. prompted with friendly sen.
"
tlITlents .
The Prime Minister pointed out
that his country's good relations
with the USSR are irt keeping
with thc striving of all de.veloping peoples to strengthen fruitful
coexistence i~ the interests of
peace and seCurity in accordance
with the spint of the UN charter.
Afghanistan is following this
road.
Earlier Alexei Kosygin the
Soviet Prime Minister said "not
very many examples can be found
in the world of two ·states which
for nearly half a century have
been so successfully converting
their treaties into real and active
friendship and fruitful cooperation."
He said "the- Soviet-Afghan c<>operation has already yielded big
and tangible resuits and
there

Kosygin stressed that the peaceloving foreign policy of the neigbbouring country, a policy of
neutrality and nonalignment with
blocs, is .most favourable assessed
in the USSR
'"II
He said, the Soviet Union attaches great importance to the
recent v4;it here of His Majesty
the King, with whose name an
imponant stage in the developmcnt of Afghan-50viet relation is
associated. We are always glad
to welcome the King in the So-viet union, and we ask you to
convey this to him when you return to Kabul.
··Only recently I had an opportunity of visiting Afghanistan
again at yo~r kind
invitation.
Now we can continue a Useful exchange of opinions on questions
which are of interest between the
Soviet Union and Afghanistan."
Kosygin said Soviet-Afghan ~
lation were based on respect for
(Contd. on page 6)
-'-
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on the
.
staff

Following is the list of the
who received Cl}edals:
Dr. Samad Ali Hik.mat, Dr.
bammad Rahim Rasbjdi. and

MoSaid

In

Radio Afghanistan
Artists Meet
Press Minister

3.-PrIme

nus

Smith's Opp'orients· Form Shadow Cabinet
~

LONDON, Fehniary 3, (DPA).-.
~ British government today is mvesttga.tiDj. a statement
from Salisbury that: opponents of fremIe:r laD Smith's
hreak-away government had formed a "shadow cabinet" which
would try 10 lake over If requested 10 do so,by Sir Bnmphrey'

l.

Gibbs, the Bntlsh Governor.'
The RbodOSlln'1I1inister for pilbUc nrder; Desmond' Lardner·Bw:ke,
twold"d tbt· parlthiament In. Sa,J:~la0n
e nesd ay .at certam ""'"6U.p ccd persons"-50rne of . wHom had
held poLitieaJ :-omc:e5-7-had met and
discussed !h·e possibility.:
'These individuals", he said.. "have
met and discussed various matters,
and it appe3rs from the infonnation I have received that they are
trying 10 fann themselves into a
go...ernment so that they can take
over if requested by Sir Humphrey
Gibbs or British Prime Minister Harold Wilson.
Lardner,Burke.
who
described
the men whose names were
not
mentioned, as "quisUngs", warned

I

Education Minister Presents
T Un,versity St-J.I
UT
Me d aIso

KABUL, Feb. 3.-Pohana medals
were presented to some members of
the Kabul University staff by &lucation Minister Dr. Mohammad Osman An .....ari W~nesday in the Universily AUditorium. His MaJ'esly

b.

.'

t.

is no doubt that it has line 'prospeets for the future".

~I~:~e~~f~::~:'.:c~,;~~;ef-

. UNITED
NATIONS, FebniarY 3, (DPA}.-=
'fB!: United Nations
Secnrlty Connell late last night put'the

Mobamined ~ - Maiwmdwal
was ID&UC
_"'a ,,~-doctor'
~1IUu.rM.1
of scleri;t.l.lMoseow Uolvenity .
The dIiJIODia IWaS presented
to hIJ!;l by tIIe~'
Beetor of the
UniVerslti _
fessor Ivan
Pe1rovsiy . ill..
spec~ ceremony ~at M_
w· Univer.rlty.
The Prime Miiiilter was given a
warm welCome ·by' the faculty and
students.· when. he {. visited the Uoive~ty.
. •
During the· ~ony the USSR
Minister of. ~ and Secondary
Education V•. Ydrittin was also presenL Tbc Prime Minister said after
he receiv¢ the $1tgree that it waS
an "evidence 01. We friendly senti·
mcnts of f?oviet ~ople towards the
peOple o( M~~a.nt.
Maiwanp,waL emphasised that the·
Afghan .students studying at the
w:if.lersit)'-tnusLbe~bleto do much
for their people upon their return
borne.
The.Rcc:toF said 'mat 23 Afghans,
stuayffig at the University, are·successfully. acq~ knowledge, displaying BO<?d p~CS! and industry.
He expressed pleaSure at the fact
that the contacts .between Moscow
and Kabul. univusjties- were gro~ing from y~ ~ year.
~.~.~ ~

n~~ jV~

RIME

Alef Shah Gbazanfar
from
the
College of Medicine.
Ghulam Sakbi Masoon, Mohammad Anwar Arghandiwal, Mohammad Yunos Yousofie, Engin~r Abdul Qa V1l m Wardak and Dr Sai
J-

,

•

-

Cur Rahman Samadie, from the
CoUege of Science.
Said Yusof Elmie. and Gbu1am
liafdar Panjshirie, from the Faculty
of Literature.
j,.
Abdul Salar See:rat, and Moham-

~:Ol~~~ir from the

possibi1ily that the Smith governme~t ~d over~atised the event
to JUStlfy ~xtenslon .of the state of
emt!rgency 10 RhodeslL

-

"
College Hils
.13 Graduates This Year

-......
that· the· $IriitIr ~glDle would not
besitate to dW. with !bern -in. the
satoDle .way
had
' aWlbJ·~~tbbersth""m' klth'ng
e
bnng a~ut
~ a

Pharmacy

!t_

country.
In London, it was not ilcsa.r who

these men misht ~ or wb~t importance could ~ ~ttached to Lardner-Burkes stite:ineo.t.
Obserwrs do not exciude the:

Johrtson PrOpose·S'

WorWw'

ide"

Health,

.
KABUL,
Feb. 3.-:-The forth
group of the graduat~ of th~ pharmacy college were intioduced to the
Recto,: of the Kabul
Unive-rsity
Wednesday by the dean of the col·
lege, Dr. Abdw Samad Seraj.
There are ·13 graduates from the
college which was -established seven
years ago.
So far 52 students ha.ve graduated
from the college. .

Cie~~v:O~d~~~v'i:~~e~~::r

According. to
Fulbright, itwould only be logical to use the
same body for a Vietnam settlement that had already put an
. end' to the Indo-China war in
.1954. The U.S. government has
repeatedly declared its willingness to take part in another
.Geneva Conference' to discuSs the
implementation of the 1954 agreement__ . ~
Washington
officials recalledl
however th4t Britairi. with Am:"
erican •suPPOrt. made several·
abortive atlempts to' reach agr~.
ment with. tho. Soviet \Uruon /00
the reconvening. of the'- . Ge:ileva
Confernece-.
'~... .-/ .
All these attemptS remained
-fruitless because Britain .and the
Soviet Union could ·not come to
terms over· the conditions.

-::-::------~=------------------

Kosygl.rJt~
'~tr
.... d ·.or
F
. esses .-..ee
General Disarmament In
~n=r ~r=esad~;~arr.;~ Message' Tn' Gen~va '~eetingc
Edurotion Act

.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 3, (OPA).
-President .IolmsoD proposed to

give ''new purpose and oew pOwer".
,
.
MOSCOW, February 3, (Tass)."':"
U.s. efforts to belp tbe world
~ SOVIet PrIme MinIster, AlexeI Knsygin, in.a.meosaga-.tq
~C!.education· and b~th program·
the membeQ of the G'~ev~ 18·nation disarmament coni•.
In a special· message proposing
mittee, has said that- more than 40 years ago the Soviet Union
U.s. international health and eduat V.I. Lenin's initiative set an. urgent ildernational task of
cation acts of:.~. President johngeneral di.sa.nJ:1ament- for ensuring peaCe and frlendshil) betSOD told. Cong:reu~
"The cboice. ween nations. .
.
.
belW
"gh ..
een u t, and
kness, between
"Tne Soviet .government
has I not enable the committee to adbeal!h ~an~~.l~~c:'J ..b:tween know- submitted for the. cpmmittee's vance. However, this must not.
ledge. and Ignorance., IS not one w.e consideration a concrete program- d'eprive the states. wht'ch really
Th "
can tgnore. . c. ught '.we ge~erate me, for geIi.era~ and ~mplete dis- strive for disarmament. of deter-,
can be !h~ b?ahtcst hope of htSI~ry, annam~nt. \\~~h envisages com- mination to attain this target, to
It can ipummate the way,toward a plete hquldauQn of armed forces continue their struggle both for
better 1.ife. for
and armaments..
general and
complete disarma~e ch.i~ exCCUtl...e s recommen-.
But unfortunately It proved im.,. ment and for the implementation
datlO~~hich will cost more than possible to r~ach any serious re- of partial measures which would
$fi500 million to carry out during the suits throughout the exist~ce of lead the- way to disarin<pnent,"
rst year of-the programmes are. the l.he 18-nation disarmament com- said.the message.
t wth f th
0
e' work of a task mittee.
"The Soviet government wouldou gro
[t?rce co~~. of the n.atioDs lea.~
"The powers belonging to the like once again to_draw the attendlDg. specia.\.i!t:s, m edu,ca.bon, bealtli NATO treaty participating in· tion of the cormilittee . members'
d te
nat
th
an. JD rnatio. nlatlons.
e work of the committee. did
(Coutd.. on page 6)

'0

0

Soviet Union Magazines : SO\'iet Woman, Culture,
and Life, International Affairs, New Times,

Javaid Book Store, Sarayi Ghazni
Zori Book Store Chara-i-Sedarat,

MaL +12'C. ~nnlmnm -zoc.
Sun sets tomorrow at 5:26 p.m.
Sun rises tomcrrow at 6:41 a.m.
Tomorrow's Outlook: Cloudy

College of
Malik Mohammad Quraishi aDd
Engineer Mohammad Afzal Rezaee
from the College of EngineeriDg.
Mohammad Aref Ghausie from
the CoUege of Economics. Mohammad Fuil from the College of Education,
Fatma Maina Yar, Azi.zu1 Rab·
man Fazlie also received medals.

dar'

l

an.... .

I

KABUl. Feb. 3.~Mohammad
Osman Sidqi. the Minister of Press
and Information met Radio Afgha~
DACCA. Feb. 3, (Remer).-Twen,
nislan artists in the radio's studio
ty three peoPle. died in the -wreckage
Wednesday.
of a Pakistan ·loternatiooal Airlines
Sidqi expressed tbe bopes of the Chinese Ambassador
beqcopter wbJc\l c;Tisbed near FaMinistry for the improvement and Meets Justice Minister
ndpur, 4S mi1es Wost of be~ Wedde...elopment of music and support
KABUL. Feb. 3.-The ambassa· oesday_
.;
of art and artists.
dol' of the People's Republic of
AD eyewitness ~id a vulture hit
China, Chin Feng, paid a courtesy the aircraft's rotor~ blades, snipping
Sidqi expressed the hope thai the call to Dr. Abdul Hakim Tabibi one off and br:inging the machine
artists would serve the people thro- !he Minister of Justice at 10 a.m. crashing to the. groUnd: :ugh their programmes on rhe radio. Wednesday.
Two 0/: the victims were B·ritish

24 Die In PIA Copter Crash N.ear Dacca
and one Canadian, an airline spok- dians were Pakistanis.
esman .said.
.
The helicot:ner burSt into flames
The helicopter, on a scheduled burning the bodies beyond recogpassenger flight from the East Pa- nition,
kistan capital to Faridpur, carried
PieCes of wreckage were strewn
24 people, indnding three crew.
over the marshy field where it feU
The sole survivor waS said to be near a village.
out of danger in hospital The dead
Rescue aircraft were rushed in
included one woman and- three chil- with medical aid :md P.lA. officials~
dren.
.
,who began an immediate inquiry;
All except the Britons and Cana- I

,

". -'

•

•
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AfghanislaD . ent~~ the field of
indu'stry in the 1930's ~en her
first textile factories and a power
house were erected. The process of
industrialisation .....:IS interrupted for
about' ten years during and aher
World War II. but was continued
in the I 950·s.
The firsl Five·Year Plan (1956196 n laid' a foundation
for the
future social and economic development of the countr~ and prepared
the "ground for making the second
Five·Year Plan. But in this conneclion it is noteworthy that cen~lD
basic factors which are prerequisites
of planning are not known.
For
iilstance; the size of the population
census. its· ratc of growth. the srze
of the labo.ur foree. the amounts of
employment. unemployment, under. employment. the level-Of manpower
demand. and the. position of manpower supply in the counlTy. Thus.
I hope I win 'be able to th[o..... some
light~'on the subject by giving you
some· statistics and . by discussing
'the methods whieh have been used
for taking population census in the
past.
II is likely that some of the "asor
"figures"
relied
sumptions"
upon in this article and the articles
to "om" rna}' not stand up to the
test of time. Further studies such
3S a population cL'flSUS and com·t plcle coverage of employment mar'. ket informalion in the; country may
necessilate a rc\'ision of Jjome of
these. But. Ihis is understood and
is only to be expected.
. HO~'eVcf, the following techniques
have been developed in the past 10
estimate tbe population. the sex and
age compositions and the size of
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Food For Thought
The worst cause has ofun
bun itI"srraud with tire rnosI
heroic ,·irtll~. and th~
world
owes .wm~ of its gr~au:rl d~bts
f() men from whose memory
il
renJils.

lal:Gm foIJ:Z::
First. the World Health Orgarlisalion. wttb the help \,C Kabul Muni~
cipality. made 3n effort to COUJlt the
houses in Kabul and to ascertain
the average number of p'=ople in
each house by means of .a . sample
suryey in 1954. This was the first
. exercise carried out to assess the
caJ'itah pGpulalioD. '. A
Complete'
census of Kabul City bas been carrial out recently. but the resu..4!i 'bave
nOI been made avaitable .yet.
Also, the 'record oC delousipg ac~\'ilics oC me World Health
Organisation in 85 villages of Logar Valley provided some information aboul lhe age and sex composition of
the population. A pilot census was
carried out· in April 19.60 in .a vi1~
lage Deh Khodaidad 'near Kabul.
This was carried out with the help
of the', United Nations' experts ·and,
the results (made available in. 1962)
IOdicated the ratio oC
males
to
females to be 50: 50. It was also
es(imated in We pilot cens~ that
the people 15 years of age and above
formed 50 per cent oC the total population.

equaL

ThUs. in areas
where
identity
cards bad been issuci:t to the mates.
the nwnber of males was· doubled
in order to estimale the total population of both sexes. In areas. bowever, where identity cards bad Dot
beeu issued.· the "estimates" of male
population made for administrative
purposes some 15 yeBni earlier were
accepted. The figure was doubled
to include women and J.5 per cent
of the total was addtd to "roughly"
cover the increase in population during the 15 years preceding 1960.
Thus. tbe estimates made' by the
reabove-mentioned
authorities
garding total population and
distribution by areas can be shown in
th<f table below:
1. Nomads.
2.400.000
2. Urban 15 per cent
1,700.00
3. Rural 85 per cent 9.700.000
TOTAL
13,800.000
And last. pressed by a desire t.o
have reliable dala about the population and labour force. the Ministry
of· Planning made. a sample survey
of the city of Herat in April 1963.
The sample survey of Herat rc:p~
resented lhe first serious effort to
collect population and la'bour force
data in the more technical method
in the country. The results of the
Herat survey are available and
since no better and more reliable
data is available. the conclusions
'of the "Herat survey bave been used
fOT estimating age aDd sex compositions, literacy. etc.

,",-:.

-.

In ·the Moscow Young ~on eer Palace. Volodya Grusbetsky, a ten-form papil and member
of the astronomy circle gives a I~( ture on researcb conducted with diverse apparatus.

Tak.ing the· population as a whole.
Further. certain United Nations'
and applying the result of the Heexperts \\ ho '\isited tbe country . in
ral survey. the extent of liltracy may
April 'I9tlO assisted the Ministry of
be estUnated as follows:
IOlericr in estimating the -population
MaiLs
of Afghanistan. On the basis of the
Urban areas
850.000 36.3%
figurc!.'o of registration of the male
Rural areas
4.850.000 .1211;'
population for the purposes of mi·
Total
5.700.000 24.2%
litary training. In rJ.laking this es~
Fe~a/~
limale the following methods were
Urban areas
850.000 18.9%
applied:
4,850.000 6.3-%
h should be mentioned that the Rural areas.
I. I I wits
assumed that the
Total
5,700.000 12.6%
~ey
of
Herat
City
consample
rate of birth ~as 29.56 per thouNOTE; 2.4 million nomads are
sarn!o
firmed the assumption of the Uniexcluded hue, but will be discus-'
2. It was also assumed that the ted Nations' experts made in J960 sed
separately.
number qf men aod women was in Deb Khodaidad ViUage near Ka-

The astronomical and geophysical researcb of the earlb
under·
the programme of the Interna~
tional Year of the Quiet Sun
(lQSY) is drawing to a close. The
Moscdw
Palace
of
Young
Pioneers and School children is
one of the organisations which
took part in this
international
venture.
According to the a§Signment of

observatiOns of nleteoricwhere they can handle various
vari<Jble stars, and thE' :;:Ientitic equipment includ.ing a
planet J..ipi:£r. The first papers of len-inch telescope.'
the young astror.omers have been
In the Soviet Union, thousands.
accepted b)r' scier.tific publications. of school children are members of
The older and most active obser~ 3$tronomical circles. The youngs\o·ers a:n:mg them bl"came mem- ters have at their disposal several
hers of the youth section o( the :scor"! observatories and planetaUSSR Astronomical and Geodeti~ nu.-ns furnished' with up-to-date
cal Society of the USSR Academy Instruments and ~evices.
A sales drive of diesel-~gines ha& recently-been
of Sciences.
The YCWlg astronomers help a
lhe Inter-Departmental IQSY
lot to popularise astronomical
Committee. the. young astronoThe astronomical' circles re- knowledge. They carry out mas- .launched in, Afghanistan by Perkins Engines' Gronp,
mers were responsible for watch- celve
extensive aid from
the sh'e observations thfough telesing the sCH:alled luminous clouds. Sternberg State Institute of As~ copes. deliver lectures' and" talks. the world's largest manufacturers of high speed
It is easy to imagine the JOY of tronomy.
Research
asSociates Astronomical
olympiads
and
the. youngesters who were luck guide the work of senior school~ quizzes in which the press and diesel engines.
not only to see but also to plio- children. Several students pursue television ~ participate have 00tograph this fairly rare geophysi~ research directiy at the Institute.come a tradition.
eat ·tphen..nnenon of the upper
la,yers of the Earth's atmosphere.
ErIC A. (hilham, the Asian Regional Sales Mana.~ The school children have accuinulated wealth of visual inCormaThe d3:ly.allowance of fresh waDev:~oped at the instigation
of ger, is balidlipg this drive. During his 'four month
tion. hundreds of metres of photo ler issued to the crew of 3 light- Ihe British
Nortbern
lighthouse
and cine film which has recorded house ofT the waSI of Scolland has Board. the distiller has been instal~ stay in Afghanistan- he will cooperate elosely with
the rapidly changing picture of doubled since the installalion of 3 experimentally
in· Bell
Rock
9s-yet-in-many~respects·mysterous prototype
sea·water
distillation lighthouse. between tbe. approaSherkati Serviee, which represents the Perkins Diesel
luminous clouds.
planl.
ches
to
tbe
Firths
of liay
It is only a little over three
The crew can now [lse over three arid forth. Although electrically p0reaIi that the astronomical hob- gallons each per day. and the light- wered. the unit has not increased Engines iii· Afghanistan.
by circles have been opened in holUe has been relieved of i's de- diesel oil conSumption, as it
has·
1he Palace of Young Pi~neers but pendence on feTrled water supplies. been possible to operate the plant
~hey have already. obtamed and .....hlch are al",ays subJecl to delay 3!; an "off-pqk_"_ load. for the light.
The Sherkati Service has imported a number of
interpreted certam results ofhy b:l:d wea'her.
hOllse ll;eqeratnr.
(Unesco Fealllres)
.Perkins dieselen.gines which have already been put

Using Old And New .Major Ingredients Of 37 Oay U.S. Vietnam Peace Offensive
followinR is an acr:ount
. ti'on Methods
Through the summer and into start talking peace. As lhe S0- with important_ foreign visitorsIrrlga
- . 0/ The
U.S. acrivili" ro b,ing aboul
the fall critics of Johnson's Viet- viets and some pthers had sug- the leaders of Pakistan, Britain
t

~

cJ

halt in Vietnam lighting as
Associaud

under. a Deputy l\linister,
l\1inistry of AgricU1tur~

the
Months of pondering how to
has bring peace tq Vietnam...secret
taken a step whicbshould bring Sessions with top U.S. slrategists ...
marked improvement to At- decisions on \Vithholding bomb-

ghanist3n's agricultUral system.

jng ... a flood 'of U.S. presidential
abroad ...a big debate
at
home.
'"
These ate major mgredlents of
pleted and oth.ers
are under fhe 37-.d'a:./ peace 'offensive which
construction.
Proper. manage· • came to a 'shattering end Monday
ment and careful mamtenance with Presfdent Johnson's order
is vital for the =efficient opera- ~~,r~suming the air strikes on North
tion of these ·networks. hoW- Valanti.
ever. Already
in· Kandah~' Here is a detailed look at what
where modern irrigation canals went' on-baekst.age, sometimes
have been built, water di5tri~ '\.in tight secrlisY as well as out in
button has created· problems. ·the open: .'
Th
I organised riepart~
For .the background, hark back
e new y.
_
to spnng.
men.! should stud)' these diffi-. On April 7, 1965, Johnson set
CUlties carefullY as well as forth,
in a speech
at Johns
ntake plans for the construc~. Hopkins U~iversitY. his ·offer of
. tion of new dams and canals.
:'uncond.itional diScussions" fO{ a
peaceful sett,lcment.· His April 7
Besides extending and main- tenns remain basically the U.S.
taming the . mOdem irrigation position ·today: the United States
s:rstems, the·Department should wants nothing;exccpt indepenstudy the traditional irrigation dencc and sect!rity for South
th ds
hicb even though Vietnam. and -\"\\~1 ~o ev~ryt?-ing
me 0
w.'
.
....Ii:... neces5a,?,}9.. reacn.tJla... obJectIve."
they are old, still make L?Rw~.. ctih:f..tianij~·North·,/Vietnam have
ous use or tbe water aVai1a'6J~~oiinc'ed. his proPOsal as a
These traditional methods.
cbver-l.W(ofor"" more U.S. "aggresbe improved.
"':<L SitnL"
4
...-

. In recent yea~ several· imgation sj'stems have been com-

.envoys

caB_:

-In "lItL~£ ordered a five-day

Already experts in the l\1inis- halt 'in air'yikes on North Viet~

try of Agriculture have 'made n.am ~o t~~,~urther t~e response_
studies of how
improve the ~anOi re.f~ to receIve a U.S.
'~ooi" system of irrigatio~; dlplom~t~~ote conveyed through

to

;;.;~ Such a project is not an expeli-' the Bn~~_
,

slve proposition. It primarily'
involves a :ovemment effort to
educate (armers and' land-

nam policy•. including governments outside of Hanoi and Peking. contended that the pause had
not been long enough to give
Hanoi a reasonable. chance to
respond. Washington asked what.
H anol would do if the bombing
stopped and got no answer. But
administration strategists kept the
possibility in mind.
On Nov. U the issue was raised
in secrecy at a ronference at the
LBJ ranch in· Texas. . Gathered
With the President were Seere-tary of 'State Dean Rusk, Secre-tary of Defence Robert S. McNamara anq. ;t;'residential Assistants
1\IcGeorge. ~ Bundy
and
Jack
Valant. ~;'.
The arguments Cor and against
suspending. the air· attacks 00
the ilOrth '. at that time, kept recurring i~ following weeks and
into fhe p~iod of the peace offen~
Slve itself.Against ,a bombmg letup: North
Vielnam ~ could • more ' .. freely
infiltra~.
the
U.S.
would
be
losing
its
card
in
any
negotiations. HanOI
would misread the pause as a sign of U.S.
weakness. ResumlOg the bombing
would cause senous diplomatic
and pubJ i(' opinion problems for
the United States.
For \he pause: the bombing so
far h~s not stopped the north's
aggression against the South or
produced interest in. negotiation.
The air strikes could be resumed
in time to avoid serious military
loss.
Washington would
score
great diplomatic and propaganda
gains
around the
world-and

geSTed. Johnson reached rio deci.
sion. at the time. He sent his top
~dV1Sers. back to Washington with
l11StruCtlOns to weigh
the pros
and cons. The chfef executive
continued to think about the mat.
ter dl,lring his weeks of convales~
ence in his ranch borne [oUowing
his. gall bladder-kidney stone ope-ratIon.
On Dec. 7 Johnson went into
the question
intensiVely
dUring
a~oLher
confe~ence with key
aides. At this ranch session were
McNamara. just back from Saigon. Rusk.
Under Secretary oC
S.tate George W. Ball; Bundy and
hts. . deyuty. . Robert
Komer:
assistants Bill
D.
preslden:f'iA1
Moyers and Joseph A. Califano
Jr.
.
One oC the alternatives debated
~t the Dec. 7 session was a bomb-tn~ ~a~se early in 1966. Perhaps
comcldmg
with the customary
lunar
new year ceasefire
due
around Jan. 21. The Viet Cong
had already provoked a Christmas
time truce.
JohnSC'n made no decision at
the time but outlined his general
purpose in a speech he delivered
by telephone two days later to a
labour convention in San Francisco.. Voidng U.S. determination
"to tum back that aggression" in
Vietnam. he added: "At the same
time......e are equally detennined
that every prospect for peace be
exhausted beCore other steps are
taken:'
After returning to Washington
Dec. 13 for a series of meetings

oWDers in better ittjgation me·

pr{tve a jaw which brings

ter

to several

villages

wa~

and

thousands of acres of land 50
that water evaporation during
the summer is minimised and

the water reaches its destination more rapidly.

.

Improving traditioDal irriga.
tion methods will require tbe
close cooperation o( the Departments of Irrigation and Agricultural En.ension -but since
they operate in the same -Minis,
try, this should not be dllDcnlt.

viet technicians
working on
the
year. and power. trom Ihe Dam is project were there. Bv the end of
expected to reach Cairo for the first last year 64 per cenl"' of the flnal
time by 1967. Three turbines will slructure had been completed.
be in operation by then, four in
1968 and five in 1969 if the present The estimaled cost of the High Dam
time-taole is fulfilled. By J968 from is 240 million Egypti;m pOunds. to
3.000 to 5.000 million kilowatt hours which the Soviet Union has conof electricity will be generated.•gra- tributed nearly a half-in two Joans.
. dually increasing to 12.000 million The overall bill will be about 500
'
by 1972.
million Egyptian pounds which in.:.
dudes agricultural expansion. conLast week 30.000 Egyptian wor- version from basin to perennial ·irker-Ei in Aswan celebrated the sixth rigation. roads. railways and hous3nn'i'~ersary of the blasting of Lbe ing for -technicians and other worfirst ch~ge of explosives in the cons- kers.
..;.:"
truclion of the dam. A Soviet deJeJn return for .tgis investment, land
~.'

{~~

~

\

'.

I

· N.ew

i.<.

Christmas
fell
on
Saturday.
With the ground fighting fiariDg
up again, Johosen held- off a resumption of the bombing on Sunday Dec. 26 and again on Mon.

ti,:

"

~

day Dec. 27.

'.

Monday night he held long..<J.istance stra tegy talks by telephone
with his top advisers and made
up his mind to make the most of
this oppontmit.:r: He would prolong the bombing
pause for a
(C<lnld. on page 6)

an income of about £1;110 million High Dam reservoir.
and· the direct annual increase io Ihe
The mountain above th~ huge
national income resulting from the temple of Ramses II has been reconstruction of the High Dam, is moved and the roofless temple is
estimated at £E234 million.
being cut ~p into blocks weighing
So far 230.000 tons of material between 20 and 30 -tons. Half the
and equipment have been imported blocks have been removed and .work
from the Soviet Union. wbere 300 is progressing at the rate of seven
plants produce equipment needed blocks a day.
for the Dam. At one time 1,800 So-On January 26, the foundation of
viet technicians wert: working on the Ihe "new" Ramses II. temple was
project.
laid, on .the new si.te. and rebuilding
work wIll be camed out simu1tan~
At Abu Simbel. about ,2,000 wor- ~ously with the cutting up and movkC(s and technicians are busy on Ing of the temple. Work on the· two
tbe rockhewn temples of Ramses II temples is scbeduled to be completed
and Queen Nefertari. cutting them by lb. end Of 1968.

,New Plastic Conducts Electricity
k10ds . ~f plastlcs

,tond~ct electricity have

Ch~.

The first turbines for tbe Aswan gation. led by Mr. P. Neporoshny. reclamation and conversion to per.
ttiods. 'An investment of. onl¥ a
up and moving them to new sites
(ew thousand afghanis can Im- • High Dam power stalion Will be d~ Minister of Power and the 950 So- ennial irrigation is expected to yield above the bigh w:ller level -of the
livered from the Soviet Union this'

their

sh':)w~:-s.

L;ghthouse C,ew Disti/ls Sea Wate,

and
West
Gennany-Johnson
held more secret sessions with
his Vietnam strategists. Out of
these came a decision to propose
a Christmas' time ceasefire.
. The yule ceaSefire order issued
Dec. 22 included instructions not
to resume -on-the-ground fighting
in South Vietnam after Christmas
unless the Viet Coog fired first.
The Dec. 22 order also halted
bombing o.)f North Vietnam targets
with the start of the ceasente
uec. :.:-1. But it did not specify
when to resume the air strikes.
00 that, Johnson reserved jUdgment from day to day even after
the ground
combat
flared up
again.
1n pondering his future course
Johnsor., back in Texas for the
holiday. was influenced by domestic reaction til the lull and
by appeals from world
figures.
.He was impressed by a peace appeal from Pope Paul VI. At horne
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana was also
calling for a lull well
beyond

30,000 Egyptia~s Celebrate Six Years ·Wo·rk On Aswan Dam
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'Sale of Diesel Eng;nes
In Afghanistan

bul. thai the ratio of males to females was 50-50.
However~ it is very interesting to
note that before the results o( the
sample survey in Herat City were
known. the extent of literacy among
the people was subject to guess
which varied from person to per.
son. It can be said on the basis bf
the Herat survey thai the extent of
literacy among males is 36.3 per cent
While among females is 18.9 per
cent in urban areas.
As far as rural areas are concerned. the matter is still in doubt. Since
the government has Dot been able to
open schools in all rural areas, the
extent of literacy is restricted to the
knowledge of letters derived from
religious teaching wbich is supplemented by the formal scbool education only in places wbere scbools
ha ve been opened. It will be 'safe,
therefore, to assum that the exten"!
therefore, to assume that the extent
than one-third of that in urban
areas. namely 12.1 per cent among
males and 6.3 per cent among females;

News Analysis:

BJo" its recellt decision to p~ ~ campi/eo by _the
the Department of Irrigation ; p"ss.
.

•

Students Participate In Year 01 Quiet Sun

To Esfimafe Population In AtghanisfCln
.KABUL TIMES .Developing Methods
'By &G. MALIDADA
BAKHTAR NEWS

KABUL tIMES
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~l

~een

WhlCh
recently

1Ovented.
..
,They ma~ revolutiOnIse so~e
rbanufacturmg processes. bnng
~bout ~ew produ~ts and Improvements 10 the deSign and perform<lnce of existing products. and in
other ways open completely new
a.reas to plastics applications.
· However. additional development work is necessary before
the new plashcs
are available
dommerclaUy
,
'- In the ·past. plas.tics have found
rapidly increasing use. partlv bemuse they are virtualJy incapa~
b1e oC' conduct;ng electricity and.
therefore.: are excellent insulatOrs. American industry uses almost as much plastics. by volume..
at steel.
Now. :he newly discovered elecplastics
add
t;;'city-conduc1ing
ehtirely new"liimensions to plastIcs use. For example. the new
plastics can be applied in liquid
C()nn, almost like paint.
· In that Way. they can be used
to apply an electrically conducting coating on the surCace of ir.sulating ..materials. including ordinary plastics. This permits use of
the new plastics for so-called
printed circuits-electrical wiring
and connections produced com·
plete in one operation similar to
a . printing process-Cor portable
radios and other small elec\rical

conductivity of the new plastics
have mal1Y useful physical char- can be controlled according to the
acteristlC'S. including the ease with w·shes of the designer;, thereby
whIch they can' be molded and ~iving him added latitude for new
shaped.
cJncepts.
Also. the degree of electrical
(Contd:. on
e 6)
pag

well as to indivjdual lorry operators.

,

milham, accompained by other technicianS..from
Perkins Engines Manufactnrerl!, has come "from ~ri- •
tain to start the cam'paign. During their stay in Af-

ghanistan they will help the Sherkati Service in train•

ing personnel, making arrangements to set up ~eeial.
worKshops- and provide spare parts.
Diesel engiJles which are imllorted from Perkins
Company are of model 6-354 and have 12~ Horsepower.
These en&ines are suited for use in lorries and trucks
with a capacity of 4 to 12 tons. The engines are also
suitable for transporting heavy industriill and "agri":
cultural products,
Another type_ of diesel

engine is A·2364·

which has 80,.ho~epower and- which- is fit. for smale

devjc~.

'the

new plastics were developed at the General Electric Hesearch Laboratory, Schenectady.
New York.
Dr. GuY SUits. lGeneral Electric vic~president and research
directorJ said
meta~pecially
copper-!:~ain the "conductivity
champions," and the new plastics
do not rival rtietals·· iri their abilily to carry' latge ~urrents with
low electricaf losses-.
However. he Said; the ~ new
plastics whiC;h permit, rather than
im~ede,- thd flow of electricity,

to use 'on some ·buses belonging to Sherkati SerVice as

,..

ler lorries.and light induStrial a!1d agricultural' work.
Engines-4:99, which are the smallest engines made
Electric corient flows through pIasUc and lights
a small bulb. This new electrlClt¥-condileting plastlc_
was developed 'by Dr. John 8. Lupinski, shown demonstratIng It, _and other scientists In, the United states.
The plastic is visIble in this photo as !>Iack strips that
were painted in flnld (orm on ordinary white insulating
material.

.' "'.'-

by Perkins have 48 hOrsepower and' are -fit for tuis,.
cars, wagons, farming pumps,. and- sman iildustriaIworks.

•
,

....

~

•
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AfghanislaD . ent~~ the field of
indu'stry in the 1930's ~en her
first textile factories and a power
house were erected. The process of
industrialisation .....:IS interrupted for
about' ten years during and aher
World War II. but was continued
in the I 950·s.
The firsl Five·Year Plan (1956196 n laid' a foundation
for the
future social and economic development of the countr~ and prepared
the "ground for making the second
Five·Year Plan. But in this conneclion it is noteworthy that cen~lD
basic factors which are prerequisites
of planning are not known.
For
iilstance; the size of the population
census. its· ratc of growth. the srze
of the labo.ur foree. the amounts of
employment. unemployment, under. employment. the level-Of manpower
demand. and the. position of manpower supply in the counlTy. Thus.
I hope I win 'be able to th[o..... some
light~'on the subject by giving you
some· statistics and . by discussing
'the methods whieh have been used
for taking population census in the
past.
II is likely that some of the "asor
"figures"
relied
sumptions"
upon in this article and the articles
to "om" rna}' not stand up to the
test of time. Further studies such
3S a population cL'flSUS and com·t plcle coverage of employment mar'. ket informalion in the; country may
necessilate a rc\'ision of Jjome of
these. But. Ihis is understood and
is only to be expected.
. HO~'eVcf, the following techniques
have been developed in the past 10
estimate tbe population. the sex and
age compositions and the size of
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Food For Thought
The worst cause has ofun
bun itI"srraud with tire rnosI
heroic ,·irtll~. and th~
world
owes .wm~ of its gr~au:rl d~bts
f() men from whose memory
il
renJils.

lal:Gm foIJ:Z::
First. the World Health Orgarlisalion. wttb the help \,C Kabul Muni~
cipality. made 3n effort to COUJlt the
houses in Kabul and to ascertain
the average number of p'=ople in
each house by means of .a . sample
suryey in 1954. This was the first
. exercise carried out to assess the
caJ'itah pGpulalioD. '. A
Complete'
census of Kabul City bas been carrial out recently. but the resu..4!i 'bave
nOI been made avaitable .yet.
Also, the 'record oC delousipg ac~\'ilics oC me World Health
Organisation in 85 villages of Logar Valley provided some information aboul lhe age and sex composition of
the population. A pilot census was
carried out· in April 19.60 in .a vi1~
lage Deh Khodaidad 'near Kabul.
This was carried out with the help
of the', United Nations' experts ·and,
the results (made available in. 1962)
IOdicated the ratio oC
males
to
females to be 50: 50. It was also
es(imated in We pilot cens~ that
the people 15 years of age and above
formed 50 per cent oC the total population.

equaL

ThUs. in areas
where
identity
cards bad been issuci:t to the mates.
the nwnber of males was· doubled
in order to estimale the total population of both sexes. In areas. bowever, where identity cards bad Dot
beeu issued.· the "estimates" of male
population made for administrative
purposes some 15 yeBni earlier were
accepted. The figure was doubled
to include women and J.5 per cent
of the total was addtd to "roughly"
cover the increase in population during the 15 years preceding 1960.
Thus. tbe estimates made' by the
reabove-mentioned
authorities
garding total population and
distribution by areas can be shown in
th<f table below:
1. Nomads.
2.400.000
2. Urban 15 per cent
1,700.00
3. Rural 85 per cent 9.700.000
TOTAL
13,800.000
And last. pressed by a desire t.o
have reliable dala about the population and labour force. the Ministry
of· Planning made. a sample survey
of the city of Herat in April 1963.
The sample survey of Herat rc:p~
resented lhe first serious effort to
collect population and la'bour force
data in the more technical method
in the country. The results of the
Herat survey are available and
since no better and more reliable
data is available. the conclusions
'of the "Herat survey bave been used
fOT estimating age aDd sex compositions, literacy. etc.

,",-:.

-.

In ·the Moscow Young ~on eer Palace. Volodya Grusbetsky, a ten-form papil and member
of the astronomy circle gives a I~( ture on researcb conducted with diverse apparatus.

Tak.ing the· population as a whole.
Further. certain United Nations'
and applying the result of the Heexperts \\ ho '\isited tbe country . in
ral survey. the extent of liltracy may
April 'I9tlO assisted the Ministry of
be estUnated as follows:
IOlericr in estimating the -population
MaiLs
of Afghanistan. On the basis of the
Urban areas
850.000 36.3%
figurc!.'o of registration of the male
Rural areas
4.850.000 .1211;'
population for the purposes of mi·
Total
5.700.000 24.2%
litary training. In rJ.laking this es~
Fe~a/~
limale the following methods were
Urban areas
850.000 18.9%
applied:
4,850.000 6.3-%
h should be mentioned that the Rural areas.
I. I I wits
assumed that the
Total
5,700.000 12.6%
~ey
of
Herat
City
consample
rate of birth ~as 29.56 per thouNOTE; 2.4 million nomads are
sarn!o
firmed the assumption of the Uniexcluded hue, but will be discus-'
2. It was also assumed that the ted Nations' experts made in J960 sed
separately.
number qf men aod women was in Deb Khodaidad ViUage near Ka-

The astronomical and geophysical researcb of the earlb
under·
the programme of the Interna~
tional Year of the Quiet Sun
(lQSY) is drawing to a close. The
Moscdw
Palace
of
Young
Pioneers and School children is
one of the organisations which
took part in this
international
venture.
According to the a§Signment of

observatiOns of nleteoricwhere they can handle various
vari<Jble stars, and thE' :;:Ientitic equipment includ.ing a
planet J..ipi:£r. The first papers of len-inch telescope.'
the young astror.omers have been
In the Soviet Union, thousands.
accepted b)r' scier.tific publications. of school children are members of
The older and most active obser~ 3$tronomical circles. The youngs\o·ers a:n:mg them bl"came mem- ters have at their disposal several
hers of the youth section o( the :scor"! observatories and planetaUSSR Astronomical and Geodeti~ nu.-ns furnished' with up-to-date
cal Society of the USSR Academy Instruments and ~evices.
A sales drive of diesel-~gines ha& recently-been
of Sciences.
The YCWlg astronomers help a
lhe Inter-Departmental IQSY
lot to popularise astronomical
Committee. the. young astronoThe astronomical' circles re- knowledge. They carry out mas- .launched in, Afghanistan by Perkins Engines' Gronp,
mers were responsible for watch- celve
extensive aid from
the sh'e observations thfough telesing the sCH:alled luminous clouds. Sternberg State Institute of As~ copes. deliver lectures' and" talks. the world's largest manufacturers of high speed
It is easy to imagine the JOY of tronomy.
Research
asSociates Astronomical
olympiads
and
the. youngesters who were luck guide the work of senior school~ quizzes in which the press and diesel engines.
not only to see but also to plio- children. Several students pursue television ~ participate have 00tograph this fairly rare geophysi~ research directiy at the Institute.come a tradition.
eat ·tphen..nnenon of the upper
la,yers of the Earth's atmosphere.
ErIC A. (hilham, the Asian Regional Sales Mana.~ The school children have accuinulated wealth of visual inCormaThe d3:ly.allowance of fresh waDev:~oped at the instigation
of ger, is balidlipg this drive. During his 'four month
tion. hundreds of metres of photo ler issued to the crew of 3 light- Ihe British
Nortbern
lighthouse
and cine film which has recorded house ofT the waSI of Scolland has Board. the distiller has been instal~ stay in Afghanistan- he will cooperate elosely with
the rapidly changing picture of doubled since the installalion of 3 experimentally
in· Bell
Rock
9s-yet-in-many~respects·mysterous prototype
sea·water
distillation lighthouse. between tbe. approaSherkati Serviee, which represents the Perkins Diesel
luminous clouds.
planl.
ches
to
tbe
Firths
of liay
It is only a little over three
The crew can now [lse over three arid forth. Although electrically p0reaIi that the astronomical hob- gallons each per day. and the light- wered. the unit has not increased Engines iii· Afghanistan.
by circles have been opened in holUe has been relieved of i's de- diesel oil conSumption, as it
has·
1he Palace of Young Pi~neers but pendence on feTrled water supplies. been possible to operate the plant
~hey have already. obtamed and .....hlch are al",ays subJecl to delay 3!; an "off-pqk_"_ load. for the light.
The Sherkati Service has imported a number of
interpreted certam results ofhy b:l:d wea'her.
hOllse ll;eqeratnr.
(Unesco Fealllres)
.Perkins dieselen.gines which have already been put

Using Old And New .Major Ingredients Of 37 Oay U.S. Vietnam Peace Offensive
followinR is an acr:ount
. ti'on Methods
Through the summer and into start talking peace. As lhe S0- with important_ foreign visitorsIrrlga
- . 0/ The
U.S. acrivili" ro b,ing aboul
the fall critics of Johnson's Viet- viets and some pthers had sug- the leaders of Pakistan, Britain
t

~

cJ

halt in Vietnam lighting as
Associaud

under. a Deputy l\linister,
l\1inistry of AgricU1tur~

the
Months of pondering how to
has bring peace tq Vietnam...secret
taken a step whicbshould bring Sessions with top U.S. slrategists ...
marked improvement to At- decisions on \Vithholding bomb-

ghanist3n's agricultUral system.

jng ... a flood 'of U.S. presidential
abroad ...a big debate
at
home.
'"
These ate major mgredlents of
pleted and oth.ers
are under fhe 37-.d'a:./ peace 'offensive which
construction.
Proper. manage· • came to a 'shattering end Monday
ment and careful mamtenance with Presfdent Johnson's order
is vital for the =efficient opera- ~~,r~suming the air strikes on North
tion of these ·networks. hoW- Valanti.
ever. Already
in· Kandah~' Here is a detailed look at what
where modern irrigation canals went' on-baekst.age, sometimes
have been built, water di5tri~ '\.in tight secrlisY as well as out in
button has created· problems. ·the open: .'
Th
I organised riepart~
For .the background, hark back
e new y.
_
to spnng.
men.! should stud)' these diffi-. On April 7, 1965, Johnson set
CUlties carefullY as well as forth,
in a speech
at Johns
ntake plans for the construc~. Hopkins U~iversitY. his ·offer of
. tion of new dams and canals.
:'uncond.itional diScussions" fO{ a
peaceful sett,lcment.· His April 7
Besides extending and main- tenns remain basically the U.S.
taming the . mOdem irrigation position ·today: the United States
s:rstems, the·Department should wants nothing;exccpt indepenstudy the traditional irrigation dencc and sect!rity for South
th ds
hicb even though Vietnam. and -\"\\~1 ~o ev~ryt?-ing
me 0
w.'
.
....Ii:... neces5a,?,}9.. reacn.tJla... obJectIve."
they are old, still make L?Rw~.. ctih:f..tianij~·North·,/Vietnam have
ous use or tbe water aVai1a'6J~~oiinc'ed. his proPOsal as a
These traditional methods.
cbver-l.W(ofor"" more U.S. "aggresbe improved.
"':<L SitnL"
4
...-

. In recent yea~ several· imgation sj'stems have been com-

.envoys

caB_:

-In "lItL~£ ordered a five-day

Already experts in the l\1inis- halt 'in air'yikes on North Viet~

try of Agriculture have 'made n.am ~o t~~,~urther t~e response_
studies of how
improve the ~anOi re.f~ to receIve a U.S.
'~ooi" system of irrigatio~; dlplom~t~~ote conveyed through

to

;;.;~ Such a project is not an expeli-' the Bn~~_
,

slve proposition. It primarily'
involves a :ovemment effort to
educate (armers and' land-

nam policy•. including governments outside of Hanoi and Peking. contended that the pause had
not been long enough to give
Hanoi a reasonable. chance to
respond. Washington asked what.
H anol would do if the bombing
stopped and got no answer. But
administration strategists kept the
possibility in mind.
On Nov. U the issue was raised
in secrecy at a ronference at the
LBJ ranch in· Texas. . Gathered
With the President were Seere-tary of 'State Dean Rusk, Secre-tary of Defence Robert S. McNamara anq. ;t;'residential Assistants
1\IcGeorge. ~ Bundy
and
Jack
Valant. ~;'.
The arguments Cor and against
suspending. the air· attacks 00
the ilOrth '. at that time, kept recurring i~ following weeks and
into fhe p~iod of the peace offen~
Slve itself.Against ,a bombmg letup: North
Vielnam ~ could • more ' .. freely
infiltra~.
the
U.S.
would
be
losing
its
card
in
any
negotiations. HanOI
would misread the pause as a sign of U.S.
weakness. ResumlOg the bombing
would cause senous diplomatic
and pubJ i(' opinion problems for
the United States.
For \he pause: the bombing so
far h~s not stopped the north's
aggression against the South or
produced interest in. negotiation.
The air strikes could be resumed
in time to avoid serious military
loss.
Washington would
score
great diplomatic and propaganda
gains
around the
world-and

geSTed. Johnson reached rio deci.
sion. at the time. He sent his top
~dV1Sers. back to Washington with
l11StruCtlOns to weigh
the pros
and cons. The chfef executive
continued to think about the mat.
ter dl,lring his weeks of convales~
ence in his ranch borne [oUowing
his. gall bladder-kidney stone ope-ratIon.
On Dec. 7 Johnson went into
the question
intensiVely
dUring
a~oLher
confe~ence with key
aides. At this ranch session were
McNamara. just back from Saigon. Rusk.
Under Secretary oC
S.tate George W. Ball; Bundy and
hts. . deyuty. . Robert
Komer:
assistants Bill
D.
preslden:f'iA1
Moyers and Joseph A. Califano
Jr.
.
One oC the alternatives debated
~t the Dec. 7 session was a bomb-tn~ ~a~se early in 1966. Perhaps
comcldmg
with the customary
lunar
new year ceasefire
due
around Jan. 21. The Viet Cong
had already provoked a Christmas
time truce.
JohnSC'n made no decision at
the time but outlined his general
purpose in a speech he delivered
by telephone two days later to a
labour convention in San Francisco.. Voidng U.S. determination
"to tum back that aggression" in
Vietnam. he added: "At the same
time......e are equally detennined
that every prospect for peace be
exhausted beCore other steps are
taken:'
After returning to Washington
Dec. 13 for a series of meetings

oWDers in better ittjgation me·

pr{tve a jaw which brings

ter

to several

villages

wa~

and

thousands of acres of land 50
that water evaporation during
the summer is minimised and

the water reaches its destination more rapidly.

.

Improving traditioDal irriga.
tion methods will require tbe
close cooperation o( the Departments of Irrigation and Agricultural En.ension -but since
they operate in the same -Minis,
try, this should not be dllDcnlt.

viet technicians
working on
the
year. and power. trom Ihe Dam is project were there. Bv the end of
expected to reach Cairo for the first last year 64 per cenl"' of the flnal
time by 1967. Three turbines will slructure had been completed.
be in operation by then, four in
1968 and five in 1969 if the present The estimaled cost of the High Dam
time-taole is fulfilled. By J968 from is 240 million Egypti;m pOunds. to
3.000 to 5.000 million kilowatt hours which the Soviet Union has conof electricity will be generated.•gra- tributed nearly a half-in two Joans.
. dually increasing to 12.000 million The overall bill will be about 500
'
by 1972.
million Egyptian pounds which in.:.
dudes agricultural expansion. conLast week 30.000 Egyptian wor- version from basin to perennial ·irker-Ei in Aswan celebrated the sixth rigation. roads. railways and hous3nn'i'~ersary of the blasting of Lbe ing for -technicians and other worfirst ch~ge of explosives in the cons- kers.
..;.:"
truclion of the dam. A Soviet deJeJn return for .tgis investment, land
~.'

{~~

~

\

'.

I

· N.ew

i.<.

Christmas
fell
on
Saturday.
With the ground fighting fiariDg
up again, Johosen held- off a resumption of the bombing on Sunday Dec. 26 and again on Mon.

ti,:

"

~

day Dec. 27.

'.

Monday night he held long..<J.istance stra tegy talks by telephone
with his top advisers and made
up his mind to make the most of
this oppontmit.:r: He would prolong the bombing
pause for a
(C<lnld. on page 6)

an income of about £1;110 million High Dam reservoir.
and· the direct annual increase io Ihe
The mountain above th~ huge
national income resulting from the temple of Ramses II has been reconstruction of the High Dam, is moved and the roofless temple is
estimated at £E234 million.
being cut ~p into blocks weighing
So far 230.000 tons of material between 20 and 30 -tons. Half the
and equipment have been imported blocks have been removed and .work
from the Soviet Union. wbere 300 is progressing at the rate of seven
plants produce equipment needed blocks a day.
for the Dam. At one time 1,800 So-On January 26, the foundation of
viet technicians wert: working on the Ihe "new" Ramses II. temple was
project.
laid, on .the new si.te. and rebuilding
work wIll be camed out simu1tan~
At Abu Simbel. about ,2,000 wor- ~ously with the cutting up and movkC(s and technicians are busy on Ing of the temple. Work on the· two
tbe rockhewn temples of Ramses II temples is scbeduled to be completed
and Queen Nefertari. cutting them by lb. end Of 1968.

,New Plastic Conducts Electricity
k10ds . ~f plastlcs

,tond~ct electricity have

Ch~.

The first turbines for tbe Aswan gation. led by Mr. P. Neporoshny. reclamation and conversion to per.
ttiods. 'An investment of. onl¥ a
up and moving them to new sites
(ew thousand afghanis can Im- • High Dam power stalion Will be d~ Minister of Power and the 950 So- ennial irrigation is expected to yield above the bigh w:ller level -of the
livered from the Soviet Union this'

their

sh':)w~:-s.

L;ghthouse C,ew Disti/ls Sea Wate,

and
West
Gennany-Johnson
held more secret sessions with
his Vietnam strategists. Out of
these came a decision to propose
a Christmas' time ceasefire.
. The yule ceaSefire order issued
Dec. 22 included instructions not
to resume -on-the-ground fighting
in South Vietnam after Christmas
unless the Viet Coog fired first.
The Dec. 22 order also halted
bombing o.)f North Vietnam targets
with the start of the ceasente
uec. :.:-1. But it did not specify
when to resume the air strikes.
00 that, Johnson reserved jUdgment from day to day even after
the ground
combat
flared up
again.
1n pondering his future course
Johnsor., back in Texas for the
holiday. was influenced by domestic reaction til the lull and
by appeals from world
figures.
.He was impressed by a peace appeal from Pope Paul VI. At horne
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana was also
calling for a lull well
beyond

30,000 Egyptia~s Celebrate Six Years ·Wo·rk On Aswan Dam
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'Sale of Diesel Eng;nes
In Afghanistan

bul. thai the ratio of males to females was 50-50.
However~ it is very interesting to
note that before the results o( the
sample survey in Herat City were
known. the extent of literacy among
the people was subject to guess
which varied from person to per.
son. It can be said on the basis bf
the Herat survey thai the extent of
literacy among males is 36.3 per cent
While among females is 18.9 per
cent in urban areas.
As far as rural areas are concerned. the matter is still in doubt. Since
the government has Dot been able to
open schools in all rural areas, the
extent of literacy is restricted to the
knowledge of letters derived from
religious teaching wbich is supplemented by the formal scbool education only in places wbere scbools
ha ve been opened. It will be 'safe,
therefore, to assum that the exten"!
therefore, to assume that the extent
than one-third of that in urban
areas. namely 12.1 per cent among
males and 6.3 per cent among females;

News Analysis:

BJo" its recellt decision to p~ ~ campi/eo by _the
the Department of Irrigation ; p"ss.
.

•

Students Participate In Year 01 Quiet Sun

To Esfimafe Population In AtghanisfCln
.KABUL TIMES .Developing Methods
'By &G. MALIDADA
BAKHTAR NEWS

KABUL tIMES

{

f

t.,
~

,.

~l

~een

WhlCh
recently

1Ovented.
..
,They ma~ revolutiOnIse so~e
rbanufacturmg processes. bnng
~bout ~ew produ~ts and Improvements 10 the deSign and perform<lnce of existing products. and in
other ways open completely new
a.reas to plastics applications.
· However. additional development work is necessary before
the new plashcs
are available
dommerclaUy
,
'- In the ·past. plas.tics have found
rapidly increasing use. partlv bemuse they are virtualJy incapa~
b1e oC' conduct;ng electricity and.
therefore.: are excellent insulatOrs. American industry uses almost as much plastics. by volume..
at steel.
Now. :he newly discovered elecplastics
add
t;;'city-conduc1ing
ehtirely new"liimensions to plastIcs use. For example. the new
plastics can be applied in liquid
C()nn, almost like paint.
· In that Way. they can be used
to apply an electrically conducting coating on the surCace of ir.sulating ..materials. including ordinary plastics. This permits use of
the new plastics for so-called
printed circuits-electrical wiring
and connections produced com·
plete in one operation similar to
a . printing process-Cor portable
radios and other small elec\rical

conductivity of the new plastics
have mal1Y useful physical char- can be controlled according to the
acteristlC'S. including the ease with w·shes of the designer;, thereby
whIch they can' be molded and ~iving him added latitude for new
shaped.
cJncepts.
Also. the degree of electrical
(Contd:. on
e 6)
pag

well as to indivjdual lorry operators.

,

milham, accompained by other technicianS..from
Perkins Engines Manufactnrerl!, has come "from ~ri- •
tain to start the cam'paign. During their stay in Af-

ghanistan they will help the Sherkati Service in train•

ing personnel, making arrangements to set up ~eeial.
worKshops- and provide spare parts.
Diesel engiJles which are imllorted from Perkins
Company are of model 6-354 and have 12~ Horsepower.
These en&ines are suited for use in lorries and trucks
with a capacity of 4 to 12 tons. The engines are also
suitable for transporting heavy industriill and "agri":
cultural products,
Another type_ of diesel

engine is A·2364·

which has 80,.ho~epower and- which- is fit. for smale

devjc~.

'the

new plastics were developed at the General Electric Hesearch Laboratory, Schenectady.
New York.
Dr. GuY SUits. lGeneral Electric vic~president and research
directorJ said
meta~pecially
copper-!:~ain the "conductivity
champions," and the new plastics
do not rival rtietals·· iri their abilily to carry' latge ~urrents with
low electricaf losses-.
However. he Said; the ~ new
plastics whiC;h permit, rather than
im~ede,- thd flow of electricity,

to use 'on some ·buses belonging to Sherkati SerVice as

,..

ler lorries.and light induStrial a!1d agricultural' work.
Engines-4:99, which are the smallest engines made
Electric corient flows through pIasUc and lights
a small bulb. This new electrlClt¥-condileting plastlc_
was developed 'by Dr. John 8. Lupinski, shown demonstratIng It, _and other scientists In, the United states.
The plastic is visIble in this photo as !>Iack strips that
were painted in flnld (orm on ordinary white insulating
material.

.' "'.'-

by Perkins have 48 hOrsepower and' are -fit for tuis,.
cars, wagons, farming pumps,. and- sman iildustriaIworks.
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KABUL TIMES

All Afghanistan Involved In EcJtJcafion

Un Tlwr.lila)'s rhe Puss ar
and university faculties. In Kabul
u G/c..I/.t' "',il su,v~)' lh~
12'
FoUm,':ng is l! story. which
ing an important link
through'~ there
is' now a school of music
th.e
appeared in
the Illustrated
nn"".'PUI,,'n
p/lblished ill
Kabul: th~ capi~1. The American (fo~nded by the Vienna AcadeDJAKARTA. Feh: 3.-President
pro I'",!",."
•
H't'dly 0/ IlId;'Q
ol.Jan. 9.
contnbutlon
Includes a major my) and an art school where the
.It":lal.. ·;d,:.:. published in Bagh1%(,. The article t:ntillcd A.IWes.t-East motorv.·ay from the courses are given by West Ger- Sukarno Tuesday denied Kuala
Lumpur's claim that Indonesia
Ian. ~l:t.~\...Q 10 a recent editorial
'1!hanisl0n: A 'Nation' Goes To
Iraman border passing via
Kabul 'man teachers ....
that I ,hers and other
people
School WUJ- iIluslraft!d by seVi!~nd the h;storic Khyber P...a~. This
One of the most noticeable de- had sent a peace mission to
lr.>l.r'g I' C.::iC'clpe the lau' ; should
.ral pqgt!S of p:nuul.
m no \o\"ay lessens. hOWl;\cr. ~e veJopments is education for girls. Kuala Lumpur' to discuss' nonnan.; l-~' ~.dld ~..,' others in" their
An underdeveloped country, a en~rmous boost gIven to ;\fgh~OIs· Ten years ago, pupiIs in the pc. l-isation of ielations -between In.. : _' .. p.~
:" aVOId the 'police. hundrC'd years behind the times, lan s economy.
mary schools were approximately d~nesia and "Malaysia".
Kuala Lumpur 1hinks that InPl' j) t sh ~'Ic cooperate with the a nation that needs all the aid it.
Bu\.
by
far
the
most
basfc
and
97%
boys and only 3% girls. To- donesia will cease her confronts.
,.J j l'('
n ldj)lUnng those whO can muster from abroad. yet is
important lask of the
Afghan day. at least 10 percent of the pu- tion policY against ."Malaysia"
h.. n· t .. ~('r: ~-, the law, concluded proud of ils past and 'its tradigovernment IS t.he spread- of edu- pHs' are girls: in secondary schools
the edll"lr.al
tiona I independence-that is Af- cation. Learning is at the root of and~at the university the percent- after the abortive coup d'etat
00 Sept. 30. 1!j65.
T;~~ ,..::·":.. n newspaper carried t:;hanistan. In the great East-West
all progress. and this is one collo- age'Fo! girls is even higher, since
President Sukarno stressed ·that
a ~ l."Cl.t.J: :,)1 ent:tled Bribery and rivalry dominating today's world,
t:.(' .iksp l.siltLty of the People. Af~hanistan hM"~maintained strict try where Lt has been in very poorer families are often obliged the Indonesian Armed Forces
Sh'3l
t supply. The illiteracy ratE" to CUrtail the education of their
and the Indonesian people are re·1>e lpie h.. :.. lUally complain about Jleulfalily.
IS enorm:>us, and the handful of mal.e ~ children. The figures . are
solutely determi'ned . to cTush
It:(' bribes l.:l;:cn t"y government
10
university supfi~ng "When it is recalled that' "Malaysia".
,:.:,,:.1:-. lI'tl.'d the paper.
It is
In an effort to haul itself into pcopJceducated
to some ~l~ or 20 years ago women
t-:..:,. the- p;lper said. that· the gov- the twentieth. century., Afghanis- standard are hardly sufficien
Indonesia will not cease her
were ·completely excluded ·from confrontation PQ1icy before "Malt>;.lr.~er.: ~hClu!d try to end cor- tan's gates ho\lve been opened to nil the top governrnen,tal posts
As
a
result.
Afgharustan
has
puolic
life.
,
n,;p:I'... n 1: llS ra.nks but the pet> experts. technicians and sc:ienaysia" is crushed, he said.
spent the last year or two In an
N6~, however, nothing is being
j~:' al.... !tJ .,\.' a responsibility to tists from all ·parts of the world.
IL'.p ::';i'~ b··lue'ry. especially now.
The 'Kingdom's road network all·au: dr,yc te. improYe the situ. alo,wed to check the spread of
that gr..?8tcr
attention is being provices.a good illustration of the allon, dE:\,.)ting much energy and lea:r:ping, and the AIghans themGulf S~ream Studies
p,:lId t,o th(':' complaints' and as- benefits of neutrality. The Soviets a hIgh proportion of the budget selV¢S are responding to the new
to.
the
building
of
hundr~
of
moot!
\\'.th
an'
enthusiastic
thirst
The Gulf Stream expands and
plratJons. I i ~otne6ne is asked for have built two modern motora bnbe. ht' should refuse to pay ways southwards from the com- primary schools and man}' secon. for ~he k.nowledge that is being contracts, often changing its course
dary
scl1ools.
t.eehnical
colleges
made
avallable.
The,
whole
nation
as much as 20 miles a day, accordIt and ,s:1odd r~port the request mon frontier in the north, includis at school.
ing to the preliminary findings of
to the proper authorities. Bribery
a year-long U.S. investigation which
cannot contlnue unless both 'parstarted in Septetnber 1965.
ties cooperate.
,
An article published in a recent
A chart prepared by ships' foUowIssue of the Badakbshan newsing the edge of the ClUTent, where
paper descnbed work as a necessar~
and essential c;lement in
compelltion. be it with rega.rd to the temperature at 600 fet is 15°C
man's life. There are .people in
On Jan.· I. 1966, tariffs 0(1 inThe EE-Commisslon ((,!Jows the marketing research. s.o!lJing organisa- {59° Fl, shows that the Stream
our
SOCiety.
asserted· writer dustrial goods have been reduced line of its strict antitrust policy (it tions. purchasing cond:tions. adver- meanders lik"e a mighty river, someShamsuddin Helmi. who fear that by another 10 per cent· in the EEC. has the aUlhority to take steps ago tising. Of' procurement of capital times forming eddies. The studies
show that the Stream's meanders
hard work will lead to weakness Thus. the level of these' tariffs has 'ainst abuse of dominant market
of mmd and body and even in- been decreaSed by four fifths :Since position) by adhering to the opin·
Rat.her. a number of steps should and variations increase the further
sanity.
the founding of the EEC.
it goes from the North American
ion that the fulfillment of their spe·
Such behefs. claimed the v.'Titer,
BecilU5e quotas have already ·-been cific and important tasks bas
to be laken in favour ' of the smaller coast
The scale of the investigation. j s
are the root of all our backward- aboljshed by ana large. and beCause ~. assured to the smaller and ,mid· and middle-sized firms in the EEC.
hand. in hand with rendering easier indicated by the (act that one of
ness m varying aspects of life. the remaining tariffs shall also dis- die-sized firms.
i
the
Qecessary
·merging
of
bigger
in·
the six survey ships taking part
People throughout the world have appear by the middle of next year,
traveUed nearly 10,000 miles during
always made great achievements tbe Common Market is now close
It stresses the fact that the aatu. dustrlC:s.
three two-week voyages.
through hard work. We should to introducing free trade among its ra~ disadvantage of sucb 'firms in
(Contd. on page 6)
never let the fear of hard work memqer countries.
dominate. the writer concluded.
One single big EEC-market :conClose contact was the tille of sisting of six national markets-suran editonal in a recent edition of rounded by a common tariff b'arrier
Stor. t.he daily paper published -will. however. only be .completed
In Malmana. It npted that
in 'his al the moment when the differences
pohey
statement the
Preniier·- of the national laws bave been harpromised that his goveriunent monised. These differences encum·
would keep in close contact with ber the internal trade which has in·
people throughout the country cr~sed substantiaU.y through the
and study their problems careful-. elimination of tariffs and' QlIptas:
ly so that proper measures -;ould differences in tax law, corporation
be t.aken to meet the needs of the law. and in many administrative re·
people for a 'better and more prOs- gulations.
perous life.
For the enterpreneurs in the six
The government has not been members countries. however. the
in office long and already' the completion of' free trade within the
Premier, cabinet membeJ:S, gQv-' customs union means already a
.:'mors and otber officials have subslamial of their markets and an
paid ViSits to every corner of the irilens'ification of compelition.
country to answer the people's
10 many'cases the bigger Market
questions and study their difficul- r~quires ·also bigger' units of producties. •
.
tlon to attain an e.conomic and tech.The success of the . government . oical optinium,
More and
more
depends on close contact with the firms try to strengthen their compeople through which th~' can petitiveness from' their third couoacqUire an understanding of the tries as -~ell- through fusion, mutproblems of the people.
declared ual participation. common subsidi·
the Maimana editor.
ary companies. or o.t.her forms of
Duties and responsibilities of merging fonnerly independent firms.
Communications Workers were
The EEC;Commission pays
in.
discussed in an editorial in an creasing aMention to the merging of
iSEiue of BOOar daily last '\veek. 1l1dustries in the Common Market.
The Mazari Sharif
editor ''5aid !I'he execut.ive body of the Com·
that communications workers, es- man Market at Brussels has underpecially those who are working taken exten:sive studies on this pro-·
10 telephone exchanges should disblem. and has no..... brought before
charge their duties 'honestly and the govemments of t.he member
not let friendship influence the countries a document on the' man iway they perform their job.
fold aspects of this problem.
It is time. emphasised the edi·
The EEe-Commission
underline
tonal. that the order in which In thiS do.:umenl the urgent neces-'
telephone calls are made no 1on- Slly to el1minate the obstacles re·
ger depeno on friendship. wealth, _- suJtin~ .trom different t~x and cor·
or other types of influence. Ope- poralion laws whicb aggravate still
rators have been known to cut off con~dera_~ly the merging and mu. calls by sayir.g that a Minister or u.~al pa~cipatjon of firms beyond
other important official was try- the natJOnaJ frontiers within the
iog to mak~ a call and as a result EEC For example, in the .i(ldividual
allow a friend to mak'e a call.
EEC countries. ~rofils are taxed
Ghazni's daily
Sanayee last completely .differently; national reweek editorial~d on women's gu':3tioDs for most kinds of corpof'egular services to Tehran, Dhahran~
nghts Today we are living in an ratIOns differ widely, too.
Beirut, Cairo, Rome, Geneva, Moscow
era that is based on principles of·
At the moment. the EEC-Com. and Frank'urt-and to Colombo, Dacoa
social justice. said the paper( Men . mission carries oul a comparative
and C h i n a ,
.
are no longer allowed to violate study on the taxation of forms in
the rights of others. The condi;. the EEC, and it promotes studies
lions of our present world require which are being undertaken since
us to recognise each otb.ers rigpts spme time on the legal model of a
and pay respect to the dignity of ~ur.opean joint-stock company..
PIA offer you ,he choice of six weekly services linking
maJ;l.,
"The
EEC-Commission
stresses
Pakislan with Europe-five of them Ihrough the
Today's SOCLe\y cannot function that the optimum size of a firm for
, M.iddle East aDd one through Moscow..And regu!llr
'without the act;ve participation of a market of 180 million
people
both men and women, stressed cannot be determined 'in
general.
scheduled nights. by PIA Boeing, serve Chin. too.
the editorial. Islam is a religion Reality' shows. however,
that
in
You can also enjo)' lhe benefils of PIA big-jet nying:
which favours the progress of the certain branches merging of inde-the comfon and friendlloess. or PIA cabon-service,
people and
together with PIA"s oUlslanding punctuality .record
Ed supports the
. rights of .....
,.,.. nd en I fi rms h as he come
parawomen.
ucatlon
IS necessary n;tount to a so far unknown degree.
over I~e. laS!. five yeart-among the best anywhere in
.'for men ana women according to because of the importance of large
lhe a.rllne mdustry. Some of the reasons Why
Islam. In thiS way they can best scale research. and of increased intravellers the world over say PIA are great people 10.
find their position in society and ternational competition. Merging for
ny with.
discharge their duties
for, the the sake of merging. however, is
benefit of others, concluded. the considered to be much more detriwriter.
.
mental than .'useful.
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Gemabas
99
43
only

in name. A total· af_1169. trucks and269 tanken an: empIO}-.d hy· these
unions. AD
tI'\1Cks and buses
were imPorted ~ the coun_~ in
1958 and have been given to the
transport unions on an installment

these

tnm.
The Transport Company was established loog ago but first developed into a full-fledged organisation

in 1957.

It DOW employes

380

pe0-

ple.
Some initial p<tymentS have al·
ready ~ obta.incd from the unions
but now that most of the buses are
old some difficulties have· arisen regarding the insta.l1mcnts paid.
The company is also re5{KJDSible
for issuing operation licenses'
to
more than 100 cars, busts . and-

trucn daily.
The president ·of the company..
Shah Jan Ahmaa Zai,. told an AIDs
reporter tbat strong measures hav:e
~n adopted to modernise the pre-sent old crew of transport vehicles
and to import some American 'manufactured diesel trucks and lorries
to the countty. This. will solve
problems of equipment.
Referring to the ala system, the
president said it is 'preferable if the
newly imported trucks and
buses
are not sold to the transport unions
because some of tll:ese buses are
reSold on the markets at
bigher
prices.
:As an· alr.crnative, Ahmad Zai
proposed· that the newly imported"
vehicles ,should be sold to- the pri-

the

. M·
W ·th L e·aders,
lUwa ndwd· Talks'
'...."..
Air Services ,prernler
'
About T he'
·znwar·
.".y. Nee ds
P eop Ie Of Sh

,.

,.

FRIDAY

At . the basis of Prime Min~
ter Mohammad
Hashim
Maiwandwa-l's policy is an attempt
to
raise
standard
of
living
of all the people in A f ~
tan. To find out what is needed
to do this he frequently
visits
with villagers on- Fridays. On one
of these visits he went to Shinwan, a Loi Woleswali located
east of Kabul.
The centre is
seven mi)es off the main road to
Torkham.
In Shin war the Premier talked
wi th the people and their leaders. To understaDd the requests
they made for help in build.
SATURDAY
mg schools and hospitals, in improving. methods- of irrigation and
ARIANA AFGHAN AmLINES crop rising, one must understand
Beirut-Tehran-Kabul
the way in which the Shinwaris
Arrival-1030
now live.
Kandahar-Kabul
The Loy Woloswali Shinwar
Arrival-1230
bas five sub-governments Wolos-Kabul-Kandahar
wah Achin, Woloswali Nazian,
Oeparture·0830
Woloswali
Rodat,
Woloswali

ARIANA AFGHAN AmLINES
Knost-Kabul
Arrival-1050
Mazar-Kunduz-Kabul
Arrival-I 230
Peshawar-Kabul
Arrival-J605
Kabul·K.unduz-Mazar
Departure·0830
Kabul-Knost
Departure-0830
Ka bul-Kand'ahar-Tehran- Beirut
Departure-I 030
Kabul-Peshawar
Departure-I 330

.-\

.

BETWEEN KARACHI

By ISMAIL RABEL
and . wmter, though in summer
a little hol.
Springs of good clean water are
available everywhere in the area
The people all speak Pakhtu and
some speak Farsi as w~
In Loy Woloswali Shinwar
people still wear the same" type
of dress which their -{athers and
grandfathers
Men make nne
shin and· one pair. of pants out
of seven to ten metres of cloth.
Most use cotton' local cloth. some
r-ayon, and the rest still use an

ware.

old tYpe of cloth, which is called

Karbas.

Women living near Spin Ghar
mountain usually' USe black cloth
and the women of the rest- of the
area,
cse different
coloured
materials.
Women, in addition
to th'eir
work at home, participate in -all
outdoor activities, sucb as planting, harvesting and cutting and
Dehbala and
Woloswali
Moh. collecting woo<i
roand Dara. It has also four Alaqa
The main food during winter
Oari5-AIaqa - Dari Our Bam, AJa- is corn and during the summer
SUNDAY
qa Dari Nadir Koot, Alaqa Dari wheal. Rice is usually eaten at
Chap~har and Alaqa Dari Lal- feasts, marriages and funeral serpoor. All the area of Shinwar is vices. Vegetables are produced by
under Nangarhar province.
the people, but on a very small
ARlANA AFGHAN AmLINt:S
Local organisation is very finn. scale.
The mountains are cQvered by
Kandahar-Kabul
ViJJ.age councils (Jlrgah) are estaArrivaJ.·0945
blis~ one in every big village wild: trees, such as Balut, Archa,
or In ~ery group of small vil- and Jafghoza.. Cultivable land is
Khost·Kabul
lages. These Jirgahs are guided Yery' limited and; people .live,
Arrival1050
by leaders. All problems are con- mostly by cuuing wood. Nearly
Mazar-Kunduz-Kabul
sidered by the members- of these all of the families have from five'
Arrival-I 230
Jirgah~. Whatever is decided by to twenty mules for hauling wood
Tashkent-Kabul
them· IS- 8tteptabie to aU the vij_ for family use and for sale.
Arrival15IO
lagers-.
Some people
uk camels for
Kabul-K unduz·Mazar
There is a c:ontract arranged by this purpose. Many people raise
Departure-0830
the elders of the Villages over all sheep and goats to eat during the
Kabul-Khost
the Shinwar area. It is called Ma' wiater. Bullocks aJ¥i- cows are'
Departure-0830
ahkH Sang (stone compact). II kept for ploughing and- for milk.
Kabul-Tashkent
som~one does
something wrong, Pe"ple produce wheat, corn. a
Departure·0900
he 1S brought to the Jirgah' and 1Jttle barley, cotton and rice._ The
Kabul-Kandahar
steps are taken by membe~ and yield cannot meet the needS of
Departure· 1300
the elders according to the... con- all people and,
therefore they
. IRAN AIR
ll'act.
bring food in from outsi<.fe - ShinTehran·Kabul
. A guilty peTSOn is ordered to war.
_Arrival-09J5
~8Y an amount of money accorqAll agticu1tural activities are
Kabul-Tehran
mg to the size of the crime.. The run on the old system. New techDeparture-IOIO
money is divided into different nology is not accepted and prac- .
CSA
portions. One part is given
to liced by the village people, b.,.'
Prague-Sofia-Athens-lCabul
the victim. Another part is spent came they are· not familiar with
Arrival-I04O
for a feast for the villagers and its value. Many types of l>lant
-~--------other part is used to meet ~ther diseases are seen everywhere.
needs of the' village.
People do not take proper steps for
.
Geographically Shinwar divid. plant protc:ction.
ed. into two parts. First the mounVillagers
prune' a.1'1d
graft
tamons area which near Spin trees but not using modern
me- I
20121·210122 Gh~-mou~tajn. including Wolo- thods.
Fire Brigade
swah Achin, Woloswali Dehbala
Some skilled persons are local20507·21122 Wol~wali Nazian, and Alaqa ly available for this purpose.
Police
Dan Dur Baba. Here people live
People work' in their own lands,
20159-24041 at the edge of green valleys cov- very few lease their la.'"l.ds.
frafflc
e~ by forests. The second is the
.A:l1 kindso gf fruit which are
24585 pl~JllS. People call it Wadi Kalan grown in Kabul are also grown
Radio Afghanistan
(big area). Woloswali Rodat, the in. Shinwar.
They includes al24272 centre of LoyWQioswali Shinwar monds, appricots, apples, pears,
New Qinic
A.Lac:ta D~Ii Chaparhar, Alaq~ guioces. Cheri... peacheS, grapes
Woloswali Moh~ and good .varitiea of ploms. But
20045 Darl Nadlrkat,
O'Afgbanistan Bank
mand Darah and the valley of tbe. villagers dO _ plant more
tn!es.
22092 Lalpoor are all flat lands.
Pasbtany Tejaraty Bank
Loy Woloswali Shinwar is loea;, . There are no nUrseries. These
Ariana Boring Office
t~ ~ast of Pakhtunistan, of .Kho4 who want fruit ~ just bring·
glanl and WoJoswali Surlth.roodl them from J alalakot. The oum-:·
24731-24732 north· of Alaqa Dari Goshta, con;' ber is very liinited, imd oitJy ...
nected to Woloswali Kama and few c:~ go to Jalalakot to bring
Bakhtar News Agency
20413 south of the Spin Ghar mountain trees: In flat areas, where . the
wealher is warm. all types of
range.
tropical fruit such as different
~fahan National Bank:
21731
The climate in Shinwar varies: varieties of oranges, lemon, and
Places near Spin Ghar mountain others can be grown.
Airport
22316 are cold and snow covered in win·
To ·get treatment. People con207fi3 ter and hot in summer. The
tact dodo"" at- Shinwar Hospital
far from the mountains have a or ill Jalallrot. Some of them still
prefer the old treatrllent and go
less variable climate.
I t is pleasant both in summer to local expereinced shopkeepers

vate individuals. This will' haye two
main advantages: Fint;·drivers will
take good care of the trucks tseeausc
they will belaog. to them. Sttop.d. .
it will put an end to bbclc. market.;.
..
ing of the trucks.
He believ~: that the import of
aU· cars slio"u.Jd be .monopo,liscd· by
the government so·that steps may be
taken to curb prices of the cars.
Ahmad Ziti suggested that trucks
which can· carry heavy loads a.re the
kind of transport w~ sboukt be
imported. New aspb'alted ..{oads have
made it possible for sucb trucks- to
move tapidly across the country.
The Company which is also· responSible for· transporting goods for:
diffe.rmt agencies and privaI~ enterpr.ises faces some problems in per_
forming dl;lties. One of. the main- one
is_ that in most cases payment is

delayed.

The compaoy.whicli has

brandies in different parts of the
couotry including two in Osus Ri·
ver ports' also receives some com> •
plaints from the· publi<; about miswho deal in medicines~ They ~o handling of their goods.
go to the Mullahs (holy people)
The pi;csident complained about
to get treatment. Some types of the city bus services· i;l Afghanistan.
medIcal plants, $uch as Asfarza, Ji:I" c:asc:s of. change in their tickets
Khaksir, Kasni and others, are route. and operation permit. Tb~y
used for treatment.'
. do not get the permission of the
Family houses are now cons- Transport- Company before changing
tructed in a beUer-ways. They are fares, Of rou~. The bus comp,:-"y
made- out of stones and mud. The· of Kabul raISed fares several times
roofs are covered by wood and Guring the last few years while the
leak badly, however some people' company's transport fee.s. have 11:all over Shinwar are work
as mained -con.sta11t.
carpenters, masons, blacksmiths,' Some drivers overload tHeir trucks
goldsmiths,
stoneworkers,
and which shortens the life of the 'Ie-:
weavers. They are skilled p'eople hicles. Unfo~~tely the transport
and work- full time. .
company so. far does not po!.<;eS a
d.epartment for importing car acccsWeavers- in theSe areas make sor:ies.
sballs. blankets and namad (floorThe Company. which serves as a
cover) for their
use. They means of communication between
take orders for a small amount of businessmen, agencies and
trade
work.
. organisationS Qn. one hand and the
Other w-:avet:i make hats, caps, truck: owners ~d;.Jr:anSport unions
.for women, and baskets. All these on the alber, cbf!..r~·.five per cent
woven materials are made out of net on ~ ~ck; oWners.
wheat straw. They have good.
_
market, 'but the production is The income from this sou~ce in
ven' sma,lJ..
1%5 was At. 31. 000.000. Thus the
In Kahi and Kot villages this company is a source of 'income to
tYPe 'of handicraft is very fam- the state. The company also earns
some- foreign e;cbange from trans(Conld. 00· page 6)
port to the ports. .

own
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L
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The problems faced by the
neral Transport Company are
nifold. and its success so far
been limited.
The transport Company has
transport unions out of wbich
are active and 40 of them exist
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PIA BIG lET INTERNATIONAL·SERVICES

AND LONDON-

General TransportJ.Company Ref)iganises., Plans To·Buy
New Diesel, Run Vemcfes·For Sale· To Individuals
There is hope that the new pre-sident of the General Transport
Company will be able to breath a
new spirit into the old organisation.
The Company v.'as originally set
up to coordinate the activities of the
various transport organisations, facilitate the acquisition of vehicles.
and spare parts.
It was also set up to help inlroduce
better management and· operational
procedure" to the smaller trausport
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Increasing Attention Paid By EEC
~o Problems Of MerginJ{ Industries
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n.di.o. Afqhan'istfJr.

Indonesia Denies
Seeking Peace
With·Malaysia

i
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"Karate" is the name of' a sport originating in
Korea, which is DOW becomi:J!g increasingly po.JIolar In··
West Gennany. KaJoate-literalJy tTanslated. it means
"Empty Ha:i:uis"-Is a teclmique of self,defence, where
the most elJective weapon consists of carefully·aimed
blows with the side of the haild; .demonstrat·ed he~e
by s1xteen-year-old senior schoolgirl Rosemarie 'i'ytlUck. . Despite· the fact· ·that· she is a· mere slipof a thing -thongb she Is 1.61 metres tall (~ ft. 3.4
inches),.. sbe weighs ooly 43 kilos (94.8 lb.)
In ·the opInllJD of·ber trainer, Georg Bntckner, she
is .In 11 poslllon, to make short work of ·any man wbo
tries to press his advances on her. So far, bloode-haired
Rosemarie has not. been In a silnation· where she has

needed to try out her ditngenms art.
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KABUL TIMES

All Afghanistan Involved In EcJtJcafion

Un Tlwr.lila)'s rhe Puss ar
and university faculties. In Kabul
u G/c..I/.t' "',il su,v~)' lh~
12'
FoUm,':ng is l! story. which
ing an important link
through'~ there
is' now a school of music
th.e
appeared in
the Illustrated
nn"".'PUI,,'n
p/lblished ill
Kabul: th~ capi~1. The American (fo~nded by the Vienna AcadeDJAKARTA. Feh: 3.-President
pro I'",!",."
•
H't'dly 0/ IlId;'Q
ol.Jan. 9.
contnbutlon
Includes a major my) and an art school where the
.It":lal.. ·;d,:.:. published in Bagh1%(,. The article t:ntillcd A.IWes.t-East motorv.·ay from the courses are given by West Ger- Sukarno Tuesday denied Kuala
Lumpur's claim that Indonesia
Ian. ~l:t.~\...Q 10 a recent editorial
'1!hanisl0n: A 'Nation' Goes To
Iraman border passing via
Kabul 'man teachers ....
that I ,hers and other
people
School WUJ- iIluslraft!d by seVi!~nd the h;storic Khyber P...a~. This
One of the most noticeable de- had sent a peace mission to
lr.>l.r'g I' C.::iC'clpe the lau' ; should
.ral pqgt!S of p:nuul.
m no \o\"ay lessens. hOWl;\cr. ~e veJopments is education for girls. Kuala Lumpur' to discuss' nonnan.; l-~' ~.dld ~..,' others in" their
An underdeveloped country, a en~rmous boost gIven to ;\fgh~OIs· Ten years ago, pupiIs in the pc. l-isation of ielations -between In.. : _' .. p.~
:" aVOId the 'police. hundrC'd years behind the times, lan s economy.
mary schools were approximately d~nesia and "Malaysia".
Kuala Lumpur 1hinks that InPl' j) t sh ~'Ic cooperate with the a nation that needs all the aid it.
Bu\.
by
far
the
most
basfc
and
97%
boys and only 3% girls. To- donesia will cease her confronts.
,.J j l'('
n ldj)lUnng those whO can muster from abroad. yet is
important lask of the
Afghan day. at least 10 percent of the pu- tion policY against ."Malaysia"
h.. n· t .. ~('r: ~-, the law, concluded proud of ils past and 'its tradigovernment IS t.he spread- of edu- pHs' are girls: in secondary schools
the edll"lr.al
tiona I independence-that is Af- cation. Learning is at the root of and~at the university the percent- after the abortive coup d'etat
00 Sept. 30. 1!j65.
T;~~ ,..::·":.. n newspaper carried t:;hanistan. In the great East-West
all progress. and this is one collo- age'Fo! girls is even higher, since
President Sukarno stressed ·that
a ~ l."Cl.t.J: :,)1 ent:tled Bribery and rivalry dominating today's world,
t:.(' .iksp l.siltLty of the People. Af~hanistan hM"~maintained strict try where Lt has been in very poorer families are often obliged the Indonesian Armed Forces
Sh'3l
t supply. The illiteracy ratE" to CUrtail the education of their
and the Indonesian people are re·1>e lpie h.. :.. lUally complain about Jleulfalily.
IS enorm:>us, and the handful of mal.e ~ children. The figures . are
solutely determi'ned . to cTush
It:(' bribes l.:l;:cn t"y government
10
university supfi~ng "When it is recalled that' "Malaysia".
,:.:,,:.1:-. lI'tl.'d the paper.
It is
In an effort to haul itself into pcopJceducated
to some ~l~ or 20 years ago women
t-:..:,. the- p;lper said. that· the gov- the twentieth. century., Afghanis- standard are hardly sufficien
Indonesia will not cease her
were ·completely excluded ·from confrontation PQ1icy before "Malt>;.lr.~er.: ~hClu!d try to end cor- tan's gates ho\lve been opened to nil the top governrnen,tal posts
As
a
result.
Afgharustan
has
puolic
life.
,
n,;p:I'... n 1: llS ra.nks but the pet> experts. technicians and sc:ienaysia" is crushed, he said.
spent the last year or two In an
N6~, however, nothing is being
j~:' al.... !tJ .,\.' a responsibility to tists from all ·parts of the world.
IL'.p ::';i'~ b··lue'ry. especially now.
The 'Kingdom's road network all·au: dr,yc te. improYe the situ. alo,wed to check the spread of
that gr..?8tcr
attention is being provices.a good illustration of the allon, dE:\,.)ting much energy and lea:r:ping, and the AIghans themGulf S~ream Studies
p,:lId t,o th(':' complaints' and as- benefits of neutrality. The Soviets a hIgh proportion of the budget selV¢S are responding to the new
to.
the
building
of
hundr~
of
moot!
\\'.th
an'
enthusiastic
thirst
The Gulf Stream expands and
plratJons. I i ~otne6ne is asked for have built two modern motora bnbe. ht' should refuse to pay ways southwards from the com- primary schools and man}' secon. for ~he k.nowledge that is being contracts, often changing its course
dary
scl1ools.
t.eehnical
colleges
made
avallable.
The,
whole
nation
as much as 20 miles a day, accordIt and ,s:1odd r~port the request mon frontier in the north, includis at school.
ing to the preliminary findings of
to the proper authorities. Bribery
a year-long U.S. investigation which
cannot contlnue unless both 'parstarted in Septetnber 1965.
ties cooperate.
,
An article published in a recent
A chart prepared by ships' foUowIssue of the Badakbshan newsing the edge of the ClUTent, where
paper descnbed work as a necessar~
and essential c;lement in
compelltion. be it with rega.rd to the temperature at 600 fet is 15°C
man's life. There are .people in
On Jan.· I. 1966, tariffs 0(1 inThe EE-Commisslon ((,!Jows the marketing research. s.o!lJing organisa- {59° Fl, shows that the Stream
our
SOCiety.
asserted· writer dustrial goods have been reduced line of its strict antitrust policy (it tions. purchasing cond:tions. adver- meanders lik"e a mighty river, someShamsuddin Helmi. who fear that by another 10 per cent· in the EEC. has the aUlhority to take steps ago tising. Of' procurement of capital times forming eddies. The studies
show that the Stream's meanders
hard work will lead to weakness Thus. the level of these' tariffs has 'ainst abuse of dominant market
of mmd and body and even in- been decreaSed by four fifths :Since position) by adhering to the opin·
Rat.her. a number of steps should and variations increase the further
sanity.
the founding of the EEC.
it goes from the North American
ion that the fulfillment of their spe·
Such behefs. claimed the v.'Titer,
BecilU5e quotas have already ·-been cific and important tasks bas
to be laken in favour ' of the smaller coast
The scale of the investigation. j s
are the root of all our backward- aboljshed by ana large. and beCause ~. assured to the smaller and ,mid· and middle-sized firms in the EEC.
hand. in hand with rendering easier indicated by the (act that one of
ness m varying aspects of life. the remaining tariffs shall also dis- die-sized firms.
i
the
Qecessary
·merging
of
bigger
in·
the six survey ships taking part
People throughout the world have appear by the middle of next year,
traveUed nearly 10,000 miles during
always made great achievements tbe Common Market is now close
It stresses the fact that the aatu. dustrlC:s.
three two-week voyages.
through hard work. We should to introducing free trade among its ra~ disadvantage of sucb 'firms in
(Contd. on page 6)
never let the fear of hard work memqer countries.
dominate. the writer concluded.
One single big EEC-market :conClose contact was the tille of sisting of six national markets-suran editonal in a recent edition of rounded by a common tariff b'arrier
Stor. t.he daily paper published -will. however. only be .completed
In Malmana. It npted that
in 'his al the moment when the differences
pohey
statement the
Preniier·- of the national laws bave been harpromised that his goveriunent monised. These differences encum·
would keep in close contact with ber the internal trade which has in·
people throughout the country cr~sed substantiaU.y through the
and study their problems careful-. elimination of tariffs and' QlIptas:
ly so that proper measures -;ould differences in tax law, corporation
be t.aken to meet the needs of the law. and in many administrative re·
people for a 'better and more prOs- gulations.
perous life.
For the enterpreneurs in the six
The government has not been members countries. however. the
in office long and already' the completion of' free trade within the
Premier, cabinet membeJ:S, gQv-' customs union means already a
.:'mors and otber officials have subslamial of their markets and an
paid ViSits to every corner of the irilens'ification of compelition.
country to answer the people's
10 many'cases the bigger Market
questions and study their difficul- r~quires ·also bigger' units of producties. •
.
tlon to attain an e.conomic and tech.The success of the . government . oical optinium,
More and
more
depends on close contact with the firms try to strengthen their compeople through which th~' can petitiveness from' their third couoacqUire an understanding of the tries as -~ell- through fusion, mutproblems of the people.
declared ual participation. common subsidi·
the Maimana editor.
ary companies. or o.t.her forms of
Duties and responsibilities of merging fonnerly independent firms.
Communications Workers were
The EEC;Commission pays
in.
discussed in an editorial in an creasing aMention to the merging of
iSEiue of BOOar daily last '\veek. 1l1dustries in the Common Market.
The Mazari Sharif
editor ''5aid !I'he execut.ive body of the Com·
that communications workers, es- man Market at Brussels has underpecially those who are working taken exten:sive studies on this pro-·
10 telephone exchanges should disblem. and has no..... brought before
charge their duties 'honestly and the govemments of t.he member
not let friendship influence the countries a document on the' man iway they perform their job.
fold aspects of this problem.
It is time. emphasised the edi·
The EEe-Commission
underline
tonal. that the order in which In thiS do.:umenl the urgent neces-'
telephone calls are made no 1on- Slly to el1minate the obstacles re·
ger depeno on friendship. wealth, _- suJtin~ .trom different t~x and cor·
or other types of influence. Ope- poralion laws whicb aggravate still
rators have been known to cut off con~dera_~ly the merging and mu. calls by sayir.g that a Minister or u.~al pa~cipatjon of firms beyond
other important official was try- the natJOnaJ frontiers within the
iog to mak~ a call and as a result EEC For example, in the .i(ldividual
allow a friend to mak'e a call.
EEC countries. ~rofils are taxed
Ghazni's daily
Sanayee last completely .differently; national reweek editorial~d on women's gu':3tioDs for most kinds of corpof'egular services to Tehran, Dhahran~
nghts Today we are living in an ratIOns differ widely, too.
Beirut, Cairo, Rome, Geneva, Moscow
era that is based on principles of·
At the moment. the EEC-Com. and Frank'urt-and to Colombo, Dacoa
social justice. said the paper( Men . mission carries oul a comparative
and C h i n a ,
.
are no longer allowed to violate study on the taxation of forms in
the rights of others. The condi;. the EEC, and it promotes studies
lions of our present world require which are being undertaken since
us to recognise each otb.ers rigpts spme time on the legal model of a
and pay respect to the dignity of ~ur.opean joint-stock company..
PIA offer you ,he choice of six weekly services linking
maJ;l.,
"The
EEC-Commission
stresses
Pakislan with Europe-five of them Ihrough the
Today's SOCLe\y cannot function that the optimum size of a firm for
, M.iddle East aDd one through Moscow..And regu!llr
'without the act;ve participation of a market of 180 million
people
both men and women, stressed cannot be determined 'in
general.
scheduled nights. by PIA Boeing, serve Chin. too.
the editorial. Islam is a religion Reality' shows. however,
that
in
You can also enjo)' lhe benefils of PIA big-jet nying:
which favours the progress of the certain branches merging of inde-the comfon and friendlloess. or PIA cabon-service,
people and
together with PIA"s oUlslanding punctuality .record
Ed supports the
. rights of .....
,.,.. nd en I fi rms h as he come
parawomen.
ucatlon
IS necessary n;tount to a so far unknown degree.
over I~e. laS!. five yeart-among the best anywhere in
.'for men ana women according to because of the importance of large
lhe a.rllne mdustry. Some of the reasons Why
Islam. In thiS way they can best scale research. and of increased intravellers the world over say PIA are great people 10.
find their position in society and ternational competition. Merging for
ny with.
discharge their duties
for, the the sake of merging. however, is
benefit of others, concluded. the considered to be much more detriwriter.
.
mental than .'useful.
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Gemabas
99
43
only

in name. A total· af_1169. trucks and269 tanken an: empIO}-.d hy· these
unions. AD
tI'\1Cks and buses
were imPorted ~ the coun_~ in
1958 and have been given to the
transport unions on an installment

these

tnm.
The Transport Company was established loog ago but first developed into a full-fledged organisation

in 1957.

It DOW employes

380

pe0-

ple.
Some initial p<tymentS have al·
ready ~ obta.incd from the unions
but now that most of the buses are
old some difficulties have· arisen regarding the insta.l1mcnts paid.
The company is also re5{KJDSible
for issuing operation licenses'
to
more than 100 cars, busts . and-

trucn daily.
The president ·of the company..
Shah Jan Ahmaa Zai,. told an AIDs
reporter tbat strong measures hav:e
~n adopted to modernise the pre-sent old crew of transport vehicles
and to import some American 'manufactured diesel trucks and lorries
to the countty. This. will solve
problems of equipment.
Referring to the ala system, the
president said it is 'preferable if the
newly imported trucks and
buses
are not sold to the transport unions
because some of tll:ese buses are
reSold on the markets at
bigher
prices.
:As an· alr.crnative, Ahmad Zai
proposed· that the newly imported"
vehicles ,should be sold to- the pri-

the

. M·
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FRIDAY

At . the basis of Prime Min~
ter Mohammad
Hashim
Maiwandwa-l's policy is an attempt
to
raise
standard
of
living
of all the people in A f ~
tan. To find out what is needed
to do this he frequently
visits
with villagers on- Fridays. On one
of these visits he went to Shinwan, a Loi Woleswali located
east of Kabul.
The centre is
seven mi)es off the main road to
Torkham.
In Shin war the Premier talked
wi th the people and their leaders. To understaDd the requests
they made for help in build.
SATURDAY
mg schools and hospitals, in improving. methods- of irrigation and
ARIANA AFGHAN AmLINES crop rising, one must understand
Beirut-Tehran-Kabul
the way in which the Shinwaris
Arrival-1030
now live.
Kandahar-Kabul
The Loy Woloswali Shinwar
Arrival-1230
bas five sub-governments Wolos-Kabul-Kandahar
wah Achin, Woloswali Nazian,
Oeparture·0830
Woloswali
Rodat,
Woloswali

ARIANA AFGHAN AmLINES
Knost-Kabul
Arrival-1050
Mazar-Kunduz-Kabul
Arrival-I 230
Peshawar-Kabul
Arrival-J605
Kabul·K.unduz-Mazar
Departure·0830
Kabul-Knost
Departure-0830
Ka bul-Kand'ahar-Tehran- Beirut
Departure-I 030
Kabul-Peshawar
Departure-I 330

.-\

.

BETWEEN KARACHI

By ISMAIL RABEL
and . wmter, though in summer
a little hol.
Springs of good clean water are
available everywhere in the area
The people all speak Pakhtu and
some speak Farsi as w~
In Loy Woloswali Shinwar
people still wear the same" type
of dress which their -{athers and
grandfathers
Men make nne
shin and· one pair. of pants out
of seven to ten metres of cloth.
Most use cotton' local cloth. some
r-ayon, and the rest still use an

ware.

old tYpe of cloth, which is called

Karbas.

Women living near Spin Ghar
mountain usually' USe black cloth
and the women of the rest- of the
area,
cse different
coloured
materials.
Women, in addition
to th'eir
work at home, participate in -all
outdoor activities, sucb as planting, harvesting and cutting and
Dehbala and
Woloswali
Moh. collecting woo<i
roand Dara. It has also four Alaqa
The main food during winter
Oari5-AIaqa - Dari Our Bam, AJa- is corn and during the summer
SUNDAY
qa Dari Nadir Koot, Alaqa Dari wheal. Rice is usually eaten at
Chap~har and Alaqa Dari Lal- feasts, marriages and funeral serpoor. All the area of Shinwar is vices. Vegetables are produced by
under Nangarhar province.
the people, but on a very small
ARlANA AFGHAN AmLINt:S
Local organisation is very finn. scale.
The mountains are cQvered by
Kandahar-Kabul
ViJJ.age councils (Jlrgah) are estaArrivaJ.·0945
blis~ one in every big village wild: trees, such as Balut, Archa,
or In ~ery group of small vil- and Jafghoza.. Cultivable land is
Khost·Kabul
lages. These Jirgahs are guided Yery' limited and; people .live,
Arrival1050
by leaders. All problems are con- mostly by cuuing wood. Nearly
Mazar-Kunduz-Kabul
sidered by the members- of these all of the families have from five'
Arrival-I 230
Jirgah~. Whatever is decided by to twenty mules for hauling wood
Tashkent-Kabul
them· IS- 8tteptabie to aU the vij_ for family use and for sale.
Arrival15IO
lagers-.
Some people
uk camels for
Kabul-K unduz·Mazar
There is a c:ontract arranged by this purpose. Many people raise
Departure-0830
the elders of the Villages over all sheep and goats to eat during the
Kabul-Khost
the Shinwar area. It is called Ma' wiater. Bullocks aJ¥i- cows are'
Departure-0830
ahkH Sang (stone compact). II kept for ploughing and- for milk.
Kabul-Tashkent
som~one does
something wrong, Pe"ple produce wheat, corn. a
Departure·0900
he 1S brought to the Jirgah' and 1Jttle barley, cotton and rice._ The
Kabul-Kandahar
steps are taken by membe~ and yield cannot meet the needS of
Departure· 1300
the elders according to the... con- all people and,
therefore they
. IRAN AIR
ll'act.
bring food in from outsi<.fe - ShinTehran·Kabul
. A guilty peTSOn is ordered to war.
_Arrival-09J5
~8Y an amount of money accorqAll agticu1tural activities are
Kabul-Tehran
mg to the size of the crime.. The run on the old system. New techDeparture-IOIO
money is divided into different nology is not accepted and prac- .
CSA
portions. One part is given
to liced by the village people, b.,.'
Prague-Sofia-Athens-lCabul
the victim. Another part is spent came they are· not familiar with
Arrival-I04O
for a feast for the villagers and its value. Many types of l>lant
-~--------other part is used to meet ~ther diseases are seen everywhere.
needs of the' village.
People do not take proper steps for
.
Geographically Shinwar divid. plant protc:ction.
ed. into two parts. First the mounVillagers
prune' a.1'1d
graft
tamons area which near Spin trees but not using modern
me- I
20121·210122 Gh~-mou~tajn. including Wolo- thods.
Fire Brigade
swah Achin, Woloswali Dehbala
Some skilled persons are local20507·21122 Wol~wali Nazian, and Alaqa ly available for this purpose.
Police
Dan Dur Baba. Here people live
People work' in their own lands,
20159-24041 at the edge of green valleys cov- very few lease their la.'"l.ds.
frafflc
e~ by forests. The second is the
.A:l1 kindso gf fruit which are
24585 pl~JllS. People call it Wadi Kalan grown in Kabul are also grown
Radio Afghanistan
(big area). Woloswali Rodat, the in. Shinwar.
They includes al24272 centre of LoyWQioswali Shinwar monds, appricots, apples, pears,
New Qinic
A.Lac:ta D~Ii Chaparhar, Alaq~ guioces. Cheri... peacheS, grapes
Woloswali Moh~ and good .varitiea of ploms. But
20045 Darl Nadlrkat,
O'Afgbanistan Bank
mand Darah and the valley of tbe. villagers dO _ plant more
tn!es.
22092 Lalpoor are all flat lands.
Pasbtany Tejaraty Bank
Loy Woloswali Shinwar is loea;, . There are no nUrseries. These
Ariana Boring Office
t~ ~ast of Pakhtunistan, of .Kho4 who want fruit ~ just bring·
glanl and WoJoswali Surlth.roodl them from J alalakot. The oum-:·
24731-24732 north· of Alaqa Dari Goshta, con;' ber is very liinited, imd oitJy ...
nected to Woloswali Kama and few c:~ go to Jalalakot to bring
Bakhtar News Agency
20413 south of the Spin Ghar mountain trees: In flat areas, where . the
wealher is warm. all types of
range.
tropical fruit such as different
~fahan National Bank:
21731
The climate in Shinwar varies: varieties of oranges, lemon, and
Places near Spin Ghar mountain others can be grown.
Airport
22316 are cold and snow covered in win·
To ·get treatment. People con207fi3 ter and hot in summer. The
tact dodo"" at- Shinwar Hospital
far from the mountains have a or ill Jalallrot. Some of them still
prefer the old treatrllent and go
less variable climate.
I t is pleasant both in summer to local expereinced shopkeepers

vate individuals. This will' haye two
main advantages: Fint;·drivers will
take good care of the trucks tseeausc
they will belaog. to them. Sttop.d. .
it will put an end to bbclc. market.;.
..
ing of the trucks.
He believ~: that the import of
aU· cars slio"u.Jd be .monopo,liscd· by
the government so·that steps may be
taken to curb prices of the cars.
Ahmad Ziti suggested that trucks
which can· carry heavy loads a.re the
kind of transport w~ sboukt be
imported. New aspb'alted ..{oads have
made it possible for sucb trucks- to
move tapidly across the country.
The Company which is also· responSible for· transporting goods for:
diffe.rmt agencies and privaI~ enterpr.ises faces some problems in per_
forming dl;lties. One of. the main- one
is_ that in most cases payment is

delayed.

The compaoy.whicli has

brandies in different parts of the
couotry including two in Osus Ri·
ver ports' also receives some com> •
plaints from the· publi<; about miswho deal in medicines~ They ~o handling of their goods.
go to the Mullahs (holy people)
The pi;csident complained about
to get treatment. Some types of the city bus services· i;l Afghanistan.
medIcal plants, $uch as Asfarza, Ji:I" c:asc:s of. change in their tickets
Khaksir, Kasni and others, are route. and operation permit. Tb~y
used for treatment.'
. do not get the permission of the
Family houses are now cons- Transport- Company before changing
tructed in a beUer-ways. They are fares, Of rou~. The bus comp,:-"y
made- out of stones and mud. The· of Kabul raISed fares several times
roofs are covered by wood and Guring the last few years while the
leak badly, however some people' company's transport fee.s. have 11:all over Shinwar are work
as mained -con.sta11t.
carpenters, masons, blacksmiths,' Some drivers overload tHeir trucks
goldsmiths,
stoneworkers,
and which shortens the life of the 'Ie-:
weavers. They are skilled p'eople hicles. Unfo~~tely the transport
and work- full time. .
company so. far does not po!.<;eS a
d.epartment for importing car acccsWeavers- in theSe areas make sor:ies.
sballs. blankets and namad (floorThe Company. which serves as a
cover) for their
use. They means of communication between
take orders for a small amount of businessmen, agencies and
trade
work.
. organisationS Qn. one hand and the
Other w-:avet:i make hats, caps, truck: owners ~d;.Jr:anSport unions
.for women, and baskets. All these on the alber, cbf!..r~·.five per cent
woven materials are made out of net on ~ ~ck; oWners.
wheat straw. They have good.
_
market, 'but the production is The income from this sou~ce in
ven' sma,lJ..
1%5 was At. 31. 000.000. Thus the
In Kahi and Kot villages this company is a source of 'income to
tYPe 'of handicraft is very fam- the state. The company also earns
some- foreign e;cbange from trans(Conld. 00· page 6)
port to the ports. .

own
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The problems faced by the
neral Transport Company are
nifold. and its success so far
been limited.
The transport Company has
transport unions out of wbich
are active and 40 of them exist
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Western Music

PIA BIG lET INTERNATIONAL·SERVICES

AND LONDON-

General TransportJ.Company Ref)iganises., Plans To·Buy
New Diesel, Run Vemcfes·For Sale· To Individuals
There is hope that the new pre-sident of the General Transport
Company will be able to breath a
new spirit into the old organisation.
The Company v.'as originally set
up to coordinate the activities of the
various transport organisations, facilitate the acquisition of vehicles.
and spare parts.
It was also set up to help inlroduce
better management and· operational
procedure" to the smaller trausport

THURSDAY

Increasing Attention Paid By EEC
~o Problems Of MerginJ{ Industries

.

FEBRUARY 3. 1966

n.di.o. Afqhan'istfJr.

Indonesia Denies
Seeking Peace
With·Malaysia

i

•

,

.
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"Karate" is the name of' a sport originating in
Korea, which is DOW becomi:J!g increasingly po.JIolar In··
West Gennany. KaJoate-literalJy tTanslated. it means
"Empty Ha:i:uis"-Is a teclmique of self,defence, where
the most elJective weapon consists of carefully·aimed
blows with the side of the haild; .demonstrat·ed he~e
by s1xteen-year-old senior schoolgirl Rosemarie 'i'ytlUck. . Despite· the fact· ·that· she is a· mere slipof a thing -thongb she Is 1.61 metres tall (~ ft. 3.4
inches),.. sbe weighs ooly 43 kilos (94.8 lb.)
In ·the opInllJD of·ber trainer, Georg Bntckner, she
is .In 11 poslllon, to make short work of ·any man wbo
tries to press his advances on her. So far, bloode-haired
Rosemarie has not. been In a silnation· where she has

needed to try out her ditngenms art.
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Such disarmament musti envisage destruction, und·er appropri-'

.'-t

Free EIchanc-eRa~ At
~

D'Alrhanistan Bank
.,
KABUL. Feb. 3.-The r4llowin, are the
exchanlC
rates at
D'A!ghanistan Bank· expressed
in Afgbani.
Buyinr
6el1lDl:
Af. 75.00 (per one U.5. dollar)
75.50
AI. 210.00 (per one Pound Sterling)
.
211.40
AI. 1875.00 (per hundred ·German
Mark)
1887.50
AI. 1518.21 (per hundred French
Franc)
1528.35
AI. 1746.21 (per hundred . Swiss
Franc) ,
1757.88

ate international control.., of all
stock-piles of '-nuclear weapons
accumulated by. states, the outlawing of its production, comple~e destruction qf all means of
delivery of nuclear weapons and
prohibition of their manufacture,
closure of ·military bases on fareign territories...
"Only this measure," .added the
message "and not elimination of
only several atomic and hydrogen
bombs from th~ enonnous stockp.nes accumulated by states, can
rid peoples ef the_ threat of the
n~,c1ear war. "
.
. ..
.
We must keep m m1.J1d, said
the message ,"t1?at in the. case of
some gov,ernments thelf pronouncem~pts about disarmament
badly. accord or ,d.o not. accord at
all wlt~ tre po.htl~al course they
follow In practIce.
."These. governments speak of
dIsarmament and at the sameti!:ne .are ~ncreasing" milita.ry budg~ts, fa~mg .\I(ar psychosIS, creatlng a sItuatIOn. of ever greater
internati~nal tension in the ~orld,
The Sovlet government. pomted
out the rn'7ssage, believes that
o~e of the unport~t tasks of the
dzsannament commIttee should be
the w.ork~~g out of effective measures whlch would lead to a redaction of military budgets of
s~t:s and, combined with other
sumlar !Jle~sures, would promote
nonnallSauon. of the relations
. between countnes.
"The Soviet Union," said the
m~ge "~im~lar t~ other peaceloymg countr:es~ ,15 fully deter·mmed to contmue to fight against
aggression,. for consolidation of
peace, natlonal. freedom and independence~ for peaceful co-existence of states irrespective of their
social systems. Proc-eeding from
~his premise," added ~e m.essag.e.
We shall take an actIve part In
the, :work of ~he disarmament
commlUee. ~Vlet representatives
have been Instr:rCted finnly to
uphold .a.nd patlentfy to explain
the posllIon of the Soviet Union_
At the sa,~e time.," said Kosygin's'
message they Will be prepared
to .study wit.hout '~y pr,,:judice
and to take Into conslderatlon all
pr0p?sals of any other delegation,
provld~ these proposals ar~ ~dheed d~re~ted ~owards progress In
t ~ cause of dlsannament.
By commo~ eff0r:ts p~ple ~an
and must .achleve dlS.contlnuation
of ~ggres~>Ion,.. relaxatIOn of internftld~al tenSion and .settlement
0 d ,dsarm ament Q4.estlOns," con·
1
cue
t h e message.

KABUL. Feb. 3.-Plans for the
provinCial capllals of 1..aghman,
Kunar, Samangan. Cbakbansoor and
Urozgan. have been prepared and
sent to the authorities by the City
and House Construction Department
of the Ministn of Public Works.
Due consideration to the requirements of each region bas been paid
in the .preparalion of these plans.,
In each plan administrative, cultural. commercial and educational
residential
centres and SIlt'S for
quarters h3'Oe been included..
These centres are tile ~asis upon
which cily conSlructloo will begin
in. these ar~. Engineer Abdullah
Breshna, the President of the De·
partment told a Bakhtar reporter:
The plans lea \Ie ample spa~e for
further expansion of the cities in
the future.

AMMAN, Feb. j, (Reuter).-Ku·
wait will grant the United Arab Republic a credit of 15 million ~u
waiti dinars '(same as sterling) under
an agreement signed Wednesday,
Kuwait Radio repprted.
Both governments bave guarante·
ed. the arrangement under 'which na·
tional Kuwaiti banks will give credit facilities to the UAR Central
Bank..
The rad!> quoted a joint Kuwaiti-UAR statement issued in the Persian Gulf Amirate saying talks between delegations from the two
countries ended today with aD agreement for the encouragement of capital investment.
The· finance minister, Sheikh Sabbab ai-Ahmed al-Sabbab, and a
UAR delegation headed by the De·
puty Prime Minister for financial
and economic affairs.
The statement said the two governments also decided that any new
investments agreed between them in
future sbould be guaranteed.
sides agreed to establish
The
KABUL Feb. 3.-The second
conference for lbe participants of a joint contracting and construction
the winter courses in the, College of company to carry out certain consEducation was held in the K-ebuJ truction projects.
Teachers Training College Wed· . They discussed other U AR projects, notably a shipbuilding plao
nesday morning.
'
MohamlTMld Nasim, the president and land reclamation.
These projects bad been deferred
of 'the Afghan Scout Association.
and Latif Aryan. the Vice Presi. for further study of technical, ecodenl of the Association delivered nomic and financial aspects and for
an estimate of possible contributions
leclures on the Afghan scouts.
by the Kuwaiti Development Fund
Siddiq Sends Telegram and the Kuwaiti investors.
KABUL. Feb. 3.-A telegram of
condolence: .on the death of Prof.
Peters, the Vice: Rector of the Cologne University, was sent by Dr.
(Contd. from page 4)
Mohammad Siddiq. the Vice: Rector
of Kabul University to the Rector
Research for improved plastics,
of Cologne University,
has long. been in progress in laboratories In many parts of the
world. In recent years, chemists
TALOQAN, Feb. 3.-Tbe Gov. have learned to tailor-make pJ.as..
ernor of Logar. Dr. Khalil Ahmad tics for specific uses and to
Abawi who Vo1lS previously the Go- achieve the best combinations of
vernor of Takhar Jid farewell to high strength, 'low cost, easy
tbe officials and people of Tatlar fabrication ?Dd other propertieS
for partlcular decorative, protee.·
Wednesday.
tive and structural applications. ~
Scientists have attempted to
KABUL. Feb. 3.-The public
health department of K.abul Muni- fill or mix plastics with conduCcipalily has fined 12 shop owners tive powders to permit the flow
of ·electricty through them. They
of Ihe city for over-<:barging.
have also attempted to fill plas·
CHARIKAR. Feb, 3,-The Go- tics with other conducting matevemor of Takhar Sultan Ariz Zak. rials. But these efforts have usualana who was the governor of Pjlr_ ly caused. a reduction in some of
wan formerly yesterday.bid farewen the other qualities of the plastics.
to the officials and people of Pat.
wan.

Scout Leaders
Talk To Teachers

New Plastic

Home News In Brief

I

U.S. Vietnam Peace Offensive
(CoDtcL from pace 2)
which American propag.anda has
while and put into motion a full- now rai.sed such an outcry?" the
fledged diplomatic offensive.
newspaper asked.
. On Tues1!ay Dec. 28 the tel~
In the face of this response, the
phone was ringing again, and Jo~n. administration for a
Johnson was on it to start a spec- while took the position that no
~ular run of special presiden,. meaningful response had yet been
tlal envoys to 40 capitals over received from the other side
the ensuing three weeks.
While some foreign go~ernAt one capital-Rangoon-the ments indjcated they hoped for a
Amer:ican met directly
with a I
h bo b'
h
HanOI representative for a few ~ngt y
m mg alt. conflicting
minutes· and handed L'_
the Vlews at home were pressing on
Iwn
the President.
U.S. message. The North VietOn ·Jan. 22 Senators made pu~
namese accepted it without com· lic tesi.n;u?ny by Gen. Earle G.
menting 'on its substance.
~eeler, Chairman of the Joint
The. Substance of Johnson's dip- Chle~ of Staff. that "if you stop
10matJc communications was a bombmg North Vietnam, in ef14-point sum-up of the American feet you throw one of your blue
position as it J).ad been put for- chips for negotiation over your
ward over the preceding months shoulder."
.
T~ included the offer of uncon:.
~ the same day Johnson redltlOQ.a1 discussions, affinnation of plied to 76 Democratic House
the Geneva agreements on south- members who had asked him to
east Asia and a willingness to pel5ente in hiS peace offensive.
w~tbdraw U.s. forces from South The President said that
hi!
~~~tnarn on~ that co~try is the peace effort Will contmue~'th:
ed" from external mterfer- heavy weight of evidence wh,'ch
.ence.
h
"u ..
s
r·
as
accumulated in the last
ru mg ..cIrcles speak
of month" indicates continued .. _
peace b~t actualty step up war." gression by North Vietnam" ag
~~~;'~t~a~ese ~resident Ho
"It is increasingly cie;U: that
ber N n Y ec, ared 10 a Decem- we have had only a hostile respense to the present pause in
" ~~ eaT s message.
M~~ters and freaks of all bombing," he said
d~cnp~lOns .are sc~ng hither
Johnson continu~ to meet fre~nat
~hl.t~erth~d
ra1;S~g
.a lot of quently with his top strategists
ti US ,,~t
. elr SJnIster activi- He sought cowel
to fro~
es, acco~chnc: to a ~an. 2 dis- friends and prominent citizens
~atc~ qu~t1ng. the offiCIal Chinese .outside of government and the
. ommUnIst Party newspaper Pek-· debate tolled on
~g P.eopl~'s Daily.
'
Pope Paul VI ~ain entered a
ac~scow s Pr~vda the same day plea for peace when he suggest.
. ed the Umted States of Plan-, ed Saturd~ that United Natio
n10g t? expand the war. "How arbitration' through neutral ~
cant tb~s be reconciled with wash-Itions could bring an end to fue
10g .on s atte!"pts to find ways to war. CAP)
acbleve peace in Vietnam about

...

two

People Of Shinwar
(Contd. from page 5)
ous, and their work would improve under technical guidance.
There lire 13 sj.xth grade regular schools and 21 village schools
and one adult literacy course all
run by tbe Ministry of Education,
These ~hQOls are nearly all
opened during winter and cJ.os...
ed for three months during sum.
mer. Sc&.ool buildings in some
places are constructed with the
help of Contributions from the
villagers. -

•

WEATHER FORECAST

Plans Prepared For Kuwait Grailts
Five Capital Cities Credit To UAR

Kosygin, . Geneva Meeti,ng
to the serious trials now confronting the world... ,For-a long
time the flames of war have been
nging in South Vie~am wb~
geed-om loving peoPle fell VICfim to· imperialists iintervention
which also threatens) ·neighbouring cOuntries,"
continued. the
message.
"1 he ideas of peace and dhr
annament are incompatible with
the policy of armed intervention
in the affairs of other· countries
and peoples," pointed out the
message. ,
.
"The Soviet Union, conslStent·
ly carrying through a policY aimed at the consolidation of peace
and the attainment' of disarmament, this ·tiJQ.e, too, came to the
18-natlOn committee with a specific programme of measures
leading to the liberation of present and future generations from
the burden' of dis~rmament," asserted Kosygin.
"The Soviet government? said
Kosygin" insists on the ~ecesslty
of the immediate conclUSion of a
treaty on the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons. If a limit is
not set on the spread· of nuclear
weapons in the world possibilities of nuclear war will increase
many times over. Meanwhile,
plans for such proliferation exist,
though they· a·re ~:unoufl.aged
with phrases about peace. These
plans envisage admission to nuclear bombs to the West Ger+·
many," added -the mesSage.
"The Soviet government declares its teadiness to reach an
agreement immediat~ly on banning underground nJ,1cltoar tests
. as well on the basis;_of; using na'tional detection meanS for control over thiS ban.... "
"It is high tiIpe ~o outlaw the
use of nuclear weappns, too. The
United NationS'Geneia! '~emb1y
adopted' such a deciSion already
several years cigo by denouncing
the'use of nuclear weapons as
a crime against humanity and·
calling for conclusion of a special
convention.'. The Soviet Union is
pr-epared tO~'assume a commitment
right away not to be the first to
weapons, provided
use nuclear
other nuclear powers do the
same," asserted tbemessage.
On the foreign military, bases
the· J1lessage ~aid that the "present situation in the wor~d also
urges a resolution of the problem of liquidation of. forei~ w~
bases and evacuation of "f~reign
troops from others territpri~..
These bases said the message
"at which, as a rule, nuclear weagreatly inpons are deployed,
crease the danger of the outbr.eak
of a nuclear war. The setting lJP
~f these bases and the presence
of foreign troops on alien soil
are inseverably linked with preparations and implementation of·
war gambles, suppression of the
national Liberation movement."
"The Soviet government believes" stressed the message
"that the lB-nation committee
must examine the 'question -of
compl.ete liqUidation of foreign
military bases and evacuation of
troops from Slien territories."
"In order. to practically do,
away with the danger of nuclear
war and nucl~ arms race, the
Soviet government asks the nuclear poweis to consider the question of inUDediate realisation 6f
the ~ e dealing With nuclear disarmament," stresSed the
message.

.

"U,"'t~~'~~T'~':-; 'I;·:M·
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Tomorro.... Temperature
~f:ii. +12'C. Mlnlmmn -2'C.
Sun sets tomorrow at' 5:26 p.m.
Sun rtses tomorrow at 6..-41 a.m.

,

Maiwandwal
(Contd. from page 1)
each other's sovereignty and
non-interference in each other's
irlternal affairs.
In the luncheon given by Sov·
iet government' Soviet Communist
Party leader Brezhnev, President
Nikolai V. Podgorny, the former
President Anastas 1. Mikoyan and
First Deputy Premier Dimptry
S. ,Polyansky, and other top S0viet officials were present.
Tuesday morning Prime Minister Maiwandwal and Soviet
Premier KOsYgin held official discussions in the Kremlin.
.
They exchanged opinions on
questions of the further develo~
ment of friendly Afghan-50viet
ties and the international situation.
The talks were attended on the
Afghan side by Foreign Minister
Nour Ahmad Eteniadi, Planning
Minister, Abdul Hakim Ziai, Ai·
ghan Ambassador in MOscow Gen.
Mohammad Arif and Rawan Farhadi Director General of Foreign
Ministry ana on the Soviet side
by Deputy Prime Minister Kiril
Mazurov, Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko, and Soviet Arrlbassador
in Kabul K Alexandrov.
Last nigh~ MaiwandwcY' his
wife and -their entourage saw
"Raimonda", Alexander· G)azu·
nov's ballet presented by dancenJ
of the Bolshoi Theatre in the
Kremlin Palace of Congresses. .
Present in the bOx together
with the Afghan guests were K~
Sygin, Mazurov, and Gromyko.
The audience greeted the AI~
ghan Premier and the Soviet
leaders with a standing ovation.
National anthems of Afghanistan and the Soviet Union were
played before the beginning of
the show.
Yesterday Mrs, Maiwandwal
visited
thE) Kremlin Historic
Museum founded by Peter the
Great.

Common Marke.t
(Contd. from page 3)
.I
The EECCommission has partt.
cularly in mind the facilitating of
agreements on common research,
s~ialisation
and rationalisation,
better conditions for procuring capital; and common marketing . organisations. Jt favours the elimination of artificial obstades against
the merging of European firms :
however. it shall remain opposed to
aU merging which results in mono.
polies.

Police, Troops Take New
Security Measures In Genk
GENK, Be1ginm, February 3, (DPA).pOLICE and troops Wednesday clamped down new security
. measures around Genk In the riot-torn Belgium province
of Limbnrg to forestall possible new clashes wben two miners
shot dead by pollee were burled today.
Great crowd, not all miners,
About forty Turks and Maroc--are expected to take part in a cans were detained TuesdaY for
pr:ocession, at S,..az.1berg, where t~king Part in the riots as formmers went on strike last week, elgners. l'hey are not given the
to protest- the scheduled closing right to .strike and face extradi.
down of some mines later this tion.
At the .ne~by Watersvhei mine,
year, triggering off th~ riots,
The small town of Genk was scene of one of the fatal shoot.
Wednesday like a besieged city, ings, about one hundred police
Paratroops armed with automatic with rifles guarded about two
weapon guarded bridges and rail- thousand strike breakers from
way lines. The disappearance of their three thousand striking com~
a nearby mine has increased ten. panies.
sian.'
Most of the strike· breakers are
Wa~er-throwers, rolls of bartr foreign workers. The two other
ed WIre and rifle police of mines in. the area, at Swartbegg
the
paramilitary state police and 'Wintegslag were lying idle
"Geichsw~rht" line the streets.
Th,e police guard was extended t~
A~ Gelc~ach headquarters, tbt new, lord motor vehicle works
Cballled Turkish and
Moroccan un'der investigation in Genk to
~orkers were awaiting interoga- Prt1vide·an alternative
industry
hon,
to tthe mines.
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Tomorrow's Outlook: Cloudy

ARIANA CINEMA
At 2, 4:30, 7 and 9 p.m. American coloured film Four For
Texas.
PARK CINJlMA
At 2, 4:30, 7 and 9 p.m. Iranian
film The W..ld of Money.
·PAMIR CINEMA
At 2, 4:30, 7:30 and 10 p.m. indian film Samrat.
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Maiwandwal Visits Crimea,
· dsh' H ouse
Speak s At F"en

.p-

.

IIRlCi: AI. 2

USSR's LunCi-9 Lands Softly.
0 noon;
M'
J orde'11 Ban'
k
Ca II. s P'ICt ures " A
··" .
mazing

RoyalAJJdwnce

KABUL, Feb. S.-The !oUowiog
have b= ""';ved.io audience by
His Majesty theKihg during !be
SIMFEROPOL, February 5, (Tass)~
week eoded Feb. 3:
pRIME Mlnlster Mobammad Hasbim Maiwandwai arrived
Abdul Satw SbJllizi, the Acting
here from Moscow In a special airliner Friday. At the airPrime Minister aod Minister of In.'
JORDELt. BANK, .England, february 5, (Benter).port decorated with national Oags of Afghanistan, the Soviet
terior: Abdul Hadi Dawi, Presideo!
'PDF: dust on th.e moon .ap-,a~ to be only a few Incbes-not
l'
streamers h e was met' I of the Mesbrano J;~ah·.
General
I~
..,....
Vol on and the v~=e an dweCODllDg
-.
feet-thick, '~h""__ to· plctnres from tbe Soviet luna.9.
Khan ..Mohammad, Minister of Na~o.u.ue
.
by the Chairman of the Crimean regional Soviet Trollm Cbemo·
tiooal Defence: Dr. Mohammad Os.
recorded. by' Jordell Bank ·on· Friday Jlight.
.
durov and other leaders of the region, representatives of the
man-t'rnwari; Minister of Education;
Sir Bern~" director of the
He forecast that Sovie,t Ullion's
. population of Simferopol and journalists.
Engineer Abdul Samad Salim, Mi- station. said one· of the _photo- next space exploit would be the
The Ambassador of Afghanis- first Vice-Chainnan of the Coun- nister of Mjn'cs and 'Industries; Dr. graphs conclusively destroyed landing of a, remotely -eontroll.
tan to the USSR Gen. Moham- cil of Ministers of the USSR
Mohammad An.as, Governor of the theo.ry tha~· duSt on the moon ed tractor-type. vehicle on the
mad Aref, Vice.Chairman of the
The national anthems of Afgha- Kan<tabat;
Mohalnmad Nasir was many feet thlck.
moon·to collect and analyse the
Council of Ministers of the USSR nistan and the Soviet Union were Keshawarz, Governor of Farah; '. Pictures. proq,qced here frqtn_ lunar surface.
.
Secretary played. "The steady progress of General Abdul RaZ4q Commander SIgnals from Luna-9 from- tIle
Another forecast by' -Sir BerMikhail
Yefremov,
General of the Foreign Ministry the Soviet people gives pleaseure of Ajr Force; Mohammad Sidc#q moon, also revealed pinnacles Of nard-"in the reasonably Dear
of the USSR Dmitry Zhukov, and to your friend and neighbour, Governor of Nangarhar; HabibuDah matter 10 to 20 feet tall.
-future the SoViet Union will send
the Soviet Ambassador to Afgha-:: the Afghan people", the Prime Malie Achekzai, President of the. ·First picture signals from the a mao, into orbit aiound- - the·
nistan
Konstantin Alexandrov Minister said. He emphasised the De Afghanistan Bank; GeD~ .Mo-- Soviet space craft resting on the moon."
and other persons accompanying importance of Soviet aid for the rad Ali, President of Construction ~oon's ocean of stonos were
In Cape Kennedy, FlOrida. the
the guests arrived in the Crimea development of Afghanistan's na- Departme.nt in the M'mistry of '-Na- pIcked up around 1600 GMT Fri- United States space experts. beby the same plane.
tional economy.
tional DefenCe; Mohammad Yasin d a y . .
lieve thli! lunar I'ictures obtained
Trofim
Chemodurov warmly
Maiwandwal emphas'sed that Mael Deputy MiniS!er for IrrigaTrans:nissions ·went on for an by Britain's Jodre11 Bank: radio
greeted Maiwandwal and ~ished th~
S~viet.~fghan treaty
of 1$OD in the Ministry of Agriculture; hour, during which three clear telescope could. help the American - .
him pleasant sojourn 1.J1 the ~rlendshlp, signed 45 years ago, Sultan.. Ariz Zakaria. the Govenior tomplete pictures were recorded. .programme to put a man on the
Crimea.
Children
presented Just as subsequent agreements, of Takhar; Sayed Mohammad HaA fourth picture was alSo pick~ moon.
produce good results. "The friend- ~L'TI Mirzad. -President of the Mines ed up but 'was of poor quality.
- The pictures cotild be an unflowers to the guests.
The Prime Minister an~ his s~ip and good neighbo~ly r~la- and Geology in the Ministry of
Sir Bernard described the pic- . expected bonus, they said here'
wife then drove to a resIdence bons between the SovIet Umon. Mines and Industries: Shah Jan tw:es as "a,mazing". Showing de- Friday.
prepared for them on the south- and Afghanistan are developing Gh3.nle Ahmad Zai. the President tails of pebbles, rocks. -craters
Soviet Union's luna·g pictures
ern coast of the Crimea.
ar.d produce their results and are I of Genenl Transport
and features only a few centi- are not expected to affect United
In the streets of Simferopol welcomed ,?y a~ the pe;ples of
HIS Majesty also r~eived Engin. metres i.D length.
States plans to launch two' craft
along which the motorcade drove th~,..wDrld, MaJwandwal saJd..
eer Mohammad Basbir Ledin, bro-One plc,ture_ showed the shadow to survey and o~bjt the moon.
Maiwandwal was cordially greet__ ...eakmg of AfghanlStan's for- th~r of late Mohammad Kabir lo- of the space craft and a crater
The surveyor 15 a soft landinged by local residents.
eign policy he declared: "We will din and the Lodin's son Mnhammad ~bo~t one foot (30 centi,metres) !ipac~a!t .designed to take. picOn
Thursday
Maiwandwal, suppnrt international cooperation, Hashim Lodin.
m diameter.
.
tures Wlthm a few feet of the
spoke in Moscow's Friendship -the creation of a climate of peace
His Majesty' expressed his ~grei, Sir .Bernard sarg
viewing mooD. The. lunar orbiter is desigHouse <It a get~together with the especially in the region where we over the death of late ambassador I the pIctures: ·'as far -as we are ne? to whirl around the moon 25
member.; of the Soviet-Aighan
(Cont~ on page 6)
Lodin and offered his sympathy.
coflcem~ at Jodrell bank, Thurs- miles from its surface.
Friendship Society.
day evemng was one of the greaThe success of Luna-9 is not
The get-together Was also attest momen~ in the history of the expected to affect the overall protended by Kirill
Mazurov, the
••
telescope, parallel only' to .the gr~ of either Soviet Union or
- e x c i t e m e n t of 1959 wben ·the first ~erica in their exploration of
Prt·v·~tel".
space· probe--Lunik-2-hft· the the moon by cosmonauts or as~I
moon....
.
tronauts.
.
Moiwandwa.1 Meets

I
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U S Dra ft ResoI ut'Ion·0 n'
V ietnam Discussed

. Afghan Students
MOSCOW, Feb. 5.-Pr~e
Minister Mohammad Hashim
Maiwandwal met some of the 435 Afghan students studying io the USSR
in Moscow Friday morning.
The Prime Minister told the stu·
dents that while, they concentrated
on their studies wirh their minds,
their hearts must also remain at·
tentive to their country.
The people or Afghanistan are
looking forward to your help in
working with them toward a bright
future. be said. You wiU bave a
large sharing in promoting the economic growth of the country.
'On behalf of his fenow students.
Abdul Latif Jalali, told the Prime
Minister that !be students were wor·
king hard in their studies. He said
that the development of the country
was the result. of the efforts of the
people guided by capable leaders.
"We believe that during your
premiership and under the guidance
of His Majesty the King, the coun~
try will advance further", be said.

Public Works Minister
Arrives In Mazari Sharif
MAZARI SHARIF, Feb. 5.Engineer Ahmadullab. the Minister
of Public Works and Abdul Ahmad, the Commander of Labour
Corps, arrived here Friday evening.
They are on an inspection tour of
the construction sites in the r.orthem
parts of the country.

Opening Of More Schools
In Next Year Discussed

By Councf'l Represen''tcrt':;"es
~y

. Hails
Maiwandwal
Luna 9 Landing

th~':i";;:a~~ ~t%n~:;" 'i~

excursion module (!.em), ;r;=aIl
UNITED NATIONS, FebriJary 5, (DPA) _.
spacecraft with legs.
M~ERS of tbe Seenrlty Council have started a round 'ot
TheLem is scheduled to take
,;"tenslve private consnltations on the
draft resolution
American pilots lrbm' the Apollo
on Vietnam now before the Council
SIMFEROPOL. Feb. 5, (Tass).- mother spacecraft, circling in luIt is. no~ yet known whe~ the ing towaid' the application of the Commenting on the successful soft nar orbit, to the moon and back:"
COunCI~ WIll o~n debate on this Geneva accords of 1954 and 1962 ·Ianding of Luna 9 on the moon
Soviet 'Union's successful soft
re:ool.utlOn. OffiClals of the U.S.
Diplomatic quarters have ·noted Prime Minister Mohammad Hasbm; l~nd.~g on the moon-an €S$enmISSIon to the United
N t'
M"aiwandwaJ s:lid: "This success tla) prelude to a manned moon'd Frid
h
.
a Ions that the U.s. move- accords with· !
f h
shot-followed a year of failures
shat
ay t e .mam purpose of UN Charter Article. That article urns a new page 0
uman bist<r.
96
t e u.s. resolutIon was to. o~ enjoins the parties to any dis- ry", This achievement. he said, be-" m 1 5.
.
new roads for U.N. me<!Jatlon pute to ufirst of- all
k
1
long;s Dot only to tb~ Soyiet people,
But three 0·£ last years fOur
efforts
. ' see a so U· but<to all of mankind.
Soviet attempts are believed to
Th~ tbey
ed h
.
tIon by negotiation, enquiry, me-·
Maiwandwal also expressed· the have come fairly· close to sdceess
.' t e United diation. conciliation, arbitration, h
h Afgh .
and mu- L knowledge· was undouSta t es 'wo ul d reaso?
not lIlS~t on a vote judicial. settlement· 'I"OCnrt to """"'--ope t at
anistan. jUst as the
l..:ll
on the draft resolution
gional.·.,........
4~ Soviet Union, would be able· in the 'btedly g~ined from those efforts.
.
agenCIes or arrangements. ne3r future to make 6roader use of
American space officials ..ackThe
" f ic ~n d tec b
' c aachievements
I'
no"'ledged
·tbat the SoVl'ets Ud
L"d
eed fact that the Council had or other peaceftll- means -of their ~lentl
D1
...
agr.
to put the Vietnam war ~wnSecwicboice.''' It also -states -Utat -and to make them serve the hu. a big lead in this particular field.
?n Its as.enda in itself was a step . e
'ty COuncil "shall, when map race.
. Arneric~'s first soft-landing attn the nght direction.
The pri. It deems. ~ecessciry, call upon the
temp~ WIth a surveyo~ spacecra.ft
vate consultations currently going parties. to settle their di$pute by
carrymg two television cameras,
on among the Council members such means."
eglon
a
Inet
is planned for next May.
would provide the United States
There was no hint that the- first
ample opportunity to expiain the
The first pari of·that article Res. igns, D'octors
three Qf Soviets Luna series. in
U.S. position.
does . not req~ act~on by
January, September and October
U.S. Ambassador Arthur Gold· Qne except the' parties' 10 a d~
S
1~59, were SOft-landing attempts
berg told U.N. correspondents pute and diplomatic sources at
reaten
trike'
but there was speculation that.the.
Frid~ that the
United States the U.N. acknowledge tbat a forfourth, in April l903, might have
does not expect the Security mal Councildecisicm would not be
BRUSSELS. Feb; 5, (AP).-Tbe .missed the moon by more than
Council itself to settle the whole needed to bring it into operafion Belgian government resigned Fri- 5,000 miles however.
if its ProceSses were started d3Y. unable to solve the medical
problem of Vietnam.
"What we ask is only, that the through other me~
problem. Assistant FOFeign Minister-· It waS clear that Soviet space
Council lend its tremendous
Henri Fayat announced to- the press. scientists bad almost m~ered
weight and prestige by calling for
Whether or not a formaL counPremier Pierre Harmel has· gone the technique of sloWing down a
immediate discussions. without cil action results, the more impar· to offer his government's resignation spaceship with !,etro-rockets. _
preconditions, among the appn>- tant thing is to stimulate new to King Baudouin, Fayat added.'
priately interested governments peace initialives, according to
Belgian doctors have announced
.The technique cannot be expeto arrange for a conference look- those. sources.. As one diplomat tbey would strike SundaY
back rimentally tried on the earth- beput It" the Council's function in their demands for a five per cent cause the moon's
gravitational
maintaining international peace increase in fees paid them under the . pUll is so much less than the
and security is not restricted to gove'rnmenfs
medical· insurance earth's. Trial and error is the onExperts Study Provision
passi:ng resolutions. ~
pl.an.
ly method possible.
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Of Deep Well Water For
Miterlam, Laghnian

Th

to

133 Presumed Dead In Japanese Plflne Crash

MfTERLAM. Feb. 5.-A group
of six Afghan and foreign experts
TOKYO, .feb. 5. (Reuter).-A la~
KABUL. Feb, S,-The establish- from the Department of Soil and paoeSe Boeing 727 'jetliner exploded
ment of new primary, secondary, WateF Survey of the Ministry of and cra.sbed into Tokyo Bay Friday
vocational and farmers' schools was Agriculture arrived here Tbu.rsdav night. and ali 133' people on board.
discussed at a meeting held in the to study the possibilities of digging were presarned dead.
.
Education Ministrv Thursday.
deep wells. The group is headed
U no survivors are found, it will
The meeting was presided bv Dr. by Nasir Ahmad Formulie.
he the world's biggest-ever disaater
Mohammad Osman Aowari.
invo:v;ng a single airliner. By late
After meeting
with
Azizullab Friday night rescue _boats had reThe establishment of these schools
will be in accordance with the plans Khogyani, the Governor of Lagh- covered one body and a wing.
of the MilJistry for nat year With man. and choosing the sites for dril~
The plane, owned by AU·Nippon
due consideration to economic. tecb- ling. the group returned to Kabul in Airways was- Carrying 126 passenthe evening.
nical and financial means.
ge~including cluldren-and "seven

I

C b·-

crew on a' one-hour flight from· ChiNo further word was receiVed
tose... in the northem- island of .Iro-- from th~' plane after the. pilot told
. kkaido. to· T9kyO. .
.
airport control he- was preparing for
Most of passengers had t>een vi- 3. visual landing and expected . to
siting. Sapporo, Hokkaido's main, touch down about five minutes· lacity.Jor an' annu3.1· display of sculp- ter.
ture,s in snow of -famous world
The air[ioe said aU the passengers
landmarks 'and buirdings. The c~- .and_crew were Japanese.
taCI was lost about a minute De-. The previous worst-ever crash by
'fore the Boeing was due. to touch a single civil plane was an Air
down at" TokYQ. A Japanese ship . France Boeing which crashed· on
reported seeing a fire trail - and take·otf from Paris in 1962 killing
smoke plunging into the sea.
130 people.
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